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Responding to Crisis, Leveraging
Our Community’s Powers of
Resilience
Federation responds to COVID-19 challenges by
targeting urgent needs, marshalling community
resources, and staying engaged
The Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires mobilized in the weeks
before Passover to reach out to the
community it serves, and found new
ways to deliver vital services and
sustain Jewish engagement. Our
efforts are ongoing and our game
plans are evolving in this time of rapid
change, but – with the support of
community members and local congregations – Federation is responding to
the urgent needs of our most vulnerable persons and to the unprecedented
daily challenges facing families and
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Wishing You a Happy Day!
PJ Library Berkshire County kids share the mitzvah
of caring for and respecting our elders with
happy day cards and drawings

individuals whose lives have been
upended.
In this edition of the BJV, we spotlight some of the important work being
accomplished by this Federation, our
overseas partners, and other local
organizations, along with some of the
ways community members are coping
and giving back during this crisis.

Volunteers are Vital!
Federation quickly mobilized its
staff to adapt to the challenges of the
COVID-19 crisis, but it was immediately apparent that leveraging the
enthusiasm and support of volunteers
from our community would be essential to our outreach.
As soon as the threat to public
health and the constraints on daily life
became clear, Federation posted two
forms on its website – one to fill out if
help was needed, another to fill out by
volunteers who wanted to help.
CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE,
continued on page 4

From Kimball Farms Nursing Care Center in Lenox: “Thank you to the children of
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires, who have been making cards, drawings,
and coloring sheets to brighten the days of our residents. Also thank you to Susan
Frisch Lehrer, Coordinator of Volunteer Services, who scans and sends them to us!”

The Beauty of Breaking
One student’s perspective on the transition at
Williams College
In this issue of the BJV, we’re publishing stories about how members of our
communities have responded to different aspects of the COVID-19 crisis. This essay
by Williams College senior Gaia Steinfeld DeNisi details how she and her friends
responded to, and coped with, having their academic year end at about the time
students ordinarily expect to be preparing for spring break.
By Gaia Steinfeld DeNisi / Special to the BJV
Panic, outrage, manic euphoria,
nostalgia, grief—I’ve never seen the
atmosphere of the Williams campus
transform as frequently and dramatically as it did in the days following
the college’s decision to send students
home and convert to online learning
for the remainder of the semester. I
am not sure what the response was
at other college campuses that made
similar decisions, but at Williams you
would be hard-pressed to find students
who were happy about the prospect of
leaving the “purple bubble.”
I’m a Williams senior from Northern
California. Like many other seniors,

the idea of our time at this school
being so unexpectedly and unceremoniously ruptured was devastating.
Although I love my family and my
hometown, I’ve spent the majority
of the last four years nestled in this
corner of the Berkshires and this
small, tight-knit community has
become slowly, but unequivocally, my
home.
The college announced its decision on Wednesday, March 11
around 11 a.m. I had just finished
an 8:30 a.m. seminar that was, in
WILLIAMS STUDENT,
continued on page 15
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In My View
Taking Great Comfort and Finding Great Strength in Our Most Human Responses to a Crisis
By Dara Kaufman
The Berkshires, together with the rest of
the world, is still in the midst of this evolving
pandemic. I hope that everyone in our community is safe and healthy and finding ways to
remain resilient.
As I sat down to write this column, I was not
quite sure where to start. My different worlds
– as a Federation executive running an organization during a time of crisis, as a parent to an
incredibly bored and hormonal teenager, as a
daughter to two older parents dealing with health
issues, as a supportive wife, friend, and sister
– have converged into a very small and blurry
space.
The most authentic truth I can share with
you from my world right now is that this is hard, but I have faith that it won’t last
forever and I have faith that we can and will be stronger in its aftermath.
I believe this because I see on a daily basis how people everywhere, including
our Federation and congregations, are mobilizing to support those most vulnerable, maintain connection with one another, and find meaning and purpose
during these most challenging and uncertain times. I take great comfort and find
great strength in our most human responses to this crisis.
I found strength in how quickly people responded to our request for volunteers to help. To deliver meals, to make grocery runs, to pick up medicine, to help
someone figure out how to order from Instacart, to figure out how Zoom worked,
or just to talk. There was an overwhelming need for many to just talk to one
another.
I found strength in our weekly staff check-ins, hearing Federation staff share
ideas on how we could pivot quickly to best meet the physical and emotional
needs of those must vulnerable in this crisis. Every meeting was filled with stories
of individuals whose lives we were touching and perhaps even saving by enabling
them to safely shelter in place.
I found strength in watching Ken Conlow and Cindy Bell-Deane, Federation
staffers who worked two very long days packaging 125 Seder meals. And I
found strength in the smiling eyes and grateful waves, visible though closed car
windows, by the folks as they picked up those meals.
I found strength hearing about the hundreds of conversations that Federation
staff, board members, and volunteers have had and continue to have with
community members who shared how they were coping in isolation and who
wanted to know how were we coping here in the Berkshires.
I found strength in weekly check-ins with our local rabbis and Federation
executives in other regions who were working through similar struggles as they
sought to lead their organizations and support their constituents while also
balancing working remotely and being there for their own family and friends.
I also found strength at home. Hearing my daughter play guitar and watching
the creative videos she made during the many drives and hikes we took together
reminded me of a simpler time. I got a lot more hugs from her too.
The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires continues to operate remotely. Our
staff and social worker are working together with over 70 volunteers to continue
to serve our community in these new circumstances. We have maintained close
and frequent contact with the leadership of our synagogues and organizations.
And we have been sharing virtual events – advertised via email, and social

The most authentic truth I can share with you from my
world right now is that this is hard, but I have faith
that it won’t last forever and I have faith that we can
and will be stronger in its aftermath
media – allowing all of us to connect and learn with our rabbis and our Jewish
community.
We are also engaged regularly with the Jewish Agency for Israel, the Joint
Distribution Committee, and our Israeli beneficiaries, where our recent allocations are providing support to vulnerable Jews in crisis around the world.
The long-term impact of the circumstances we are facing – as individuals,
parents, children, employees, business owners, and organizational leaders – is
still uncertain.
To help our community during this time, we have established an emergency
relief and recovery fund to provide bridge assistance grants and interest-free
loans to our Jewish community. If you would like to make a donation to this fund
or know someone who needs financial assistance, please visit Federation’s website
at jewishberkshires.org/Covid19 to learn more. We will also be making a community tzedakah donation to help meet needs in the broader community.
The unwavering support you have provided and continue to provide via volunteering, community participation, and philanthropy, will make it possible for our
local community to work its way through this crisis. I truly believe we will come
out the other side of this stronger than ever. Please be vigilant and safe, and
please reach out to us if we can assist you in any way.
I leave you with a message that was shared by Rabbi Eric Gurvis during the
recent webinar we hosted entitled “As Shaky As a Fiddler On the Roof: Spiritual
Tools for a Time of Crisis”:

Faith is Not Certainty
(Adapted from Rabbi Jonathan Sacks)
Faith is not certainty; it is the courage to live with uncertainty. Faith does not mean
seeing the world as you would like it to be; it means seeing the world exactly as it is,
yet never giving up the hope that we can make it better by the way we live. Faith is
the knowledge that we are here for a reason. Faith allows us to take risks and face the
future without fear. Faith defeats fear, and gives us the confidence to survive every loss
and begin again. Don’t believe that faith is a small thing. It isn’t.
So what do you do if you find yourself in the midst of crisis? How do you survive the
trauma and the pain?
There’s one biblical passage that is deeply helpful. It’s the famous, enigmatic story
in Genesis 32 in which, at night, Jacob wrestles with an unknown, unnamed adversary:
“Jacob was left alone, and a man wrestled with him till daybreak.” It was this passage
that gave the Jewish people their name, Israel, meaning, “One who struggles with God
and with man and prevails.” The key phrase is when Jacob says to the stranger, “I will
not let you go until you bless me.” Within every crisis lies the possibility of blessing.
Events that at the time were the most painful, are also those that in retrospect we see
most made us grow.
Crisis makes us ask, “Who am I and what really matters to me?” So you have to say
to every crisis, “I will not let you go until you bless me.” The struggle isn’t easy. Though
Jacob was undefeated, he “limped” afterwards. Battles leave scars.
The oldest question in religion is: “Why do bad things happen to good people?”
But there are two ways of asking this question. The first is, “Why has God done this
to me?” Never ask this question, because we will never know the answer. But there is
another way of asking the question. “Given that this has happened, what can I learn
from it?” Asking it this way involves looking forward, not back. “Why did God do this?”
is the wrong question. The right one is: “How shall I live my life differently because this
has happened?” That is how to deal with crisis. Wrestle with it, refusing to let it go until
it blesses you, until you emerge stronger, better or wiser than you were before. To be a
Jew is not to accept defeat. That is the meaning of faith.
Dara Kaufman is the executive director of the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires.
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Rabbi Reflection
Recognizing the High Stakes of Good Leadership
By Rabbi David Weiner
The Bible doesn’t know from democracy
because popular sovereignty emerged elsewhere
– first in Ancient Greece and then, again, in the
late eighteenth century. However, it has a lot to
say about leadership. As many of our congregations and organizations move into nominations
and annual meetings, against a backdrop of
state and national elections, it seems especially
worthwhile to take a fresh look at our tradition
for its insights.
In a series of riveting stories, the books of
Judges and Samuel
name the benefits
and challenges of
political leadership
for the people, for
their leaders and for God. The often brutal stories of
Judges underscore the need for a people to coalesce
under a unified political system and one leader. Then
the stories of Samuel, Saul, David, and Solomon vex
us with their complexity, exploring how leaders fall
into loneliness and fear, how the State eventually
turns its power on its own people and how positions
of authority transform otherwise unassuming people
into tyrants. I am grateful to Professor Erica Brown
for reframing my approach to this incredible work of
literature.
Among the gems of the Book of Judges is an
especially potent and unusual parable that takes a
prominent role in the middle of a political story. After
the death of Gideon, one of Israel’s judge-chieftains,
the people of Shechem approach one of Gideon’s sons,
Avimelech, to succeed his father. Avimelech’s first act
is to invite his seventy (!) brothers to a party, then
ambush them, putting all of them to the sword. Only
Avimelech’s youngest brother, Yotam, escapes. Yotam
goes into hiding and reappears on coronation day. He
stands on a hillside facing the city of Shechem and
shouts this provocative story at the top of his lungs:

This spring, let’s take Yotam’s parable of the trees to
heart and remember the role of good leadership – and
good leaders – in helping us move forward

striking. The olive, fig, and vine see leadership not as a strategic matter, but as a
wishy-washy, meaningless “swaying over the trees.” Each states its good reason
for saying no – the olive tree thinks leadership would be humiliating, the fig tree
believes that leadership precludes sweetness, and the vine is convinced that leadership is incompatible with joy. Eventually the
thornbush, though well aware of its prickles and
general uselessness, agrees to serve as leader,
and then its prediction of a forest fire turns out
to be right on the mark. The people of Shechem
do, in the end, raise their thornbush, Avimelech,
to leadership, but they eventually tire of him and
mount a coup. The Book of Judges is not subtle
– Avimelech’s final act is to gather the remaining
citizens of Shechem in a building and burn them
alive.
I find it fascinating that the parable blames
this disaster not to the thornbush, who speaks
honestly with the other trees about its shortcomings. Instead the story assigns responsibility
to those trees which, though qualified, decline
leadership roles. The parable forces the reader to
confront uncomfortable questions: How do I think
about leadership? Have I deprived leaders of their
sweetness, honor or joy? Have I been the olive, fig,
or vine who turns down a position of authority?
When I sidestep leadership, what consequences
might ensue for the ‘forest’? Might my reluctance
to serve facilitate the appointment of a human
thornbush?
Biblical botany adds one more layer to the
meaning of this parable. Scholars have conclusively identified the thornbush, called an “atad”
in Hebrew, with a particular species that grows in
“Citizens of Shechem, listen to me, that God may
the Judean hills, the Ziziphus spina-christi. This
listen to you.
tree does live a long time and bears some fruit.
“Once the trees went to anoint a king over themBut what most characterizes the species is its root
selves. They said to the olive tree, ‘Reign over us.’
system, which extends very deep and very wide
The Ziziphus spina-christi, also known as Christ’s
and prevents any other tree from growing nearby.
But the olive tree replied, ‘Have I, through whom
Thorn Jujube, is a tropical evergreen tree of Sudanese
The ground around an atad is always bare. Thus
God and men are honored, stopped yielding my
origin that grows in Israel in all valleys and lowlands,
the parable confronts us with the observation
rich oil, that I should go and wave above the trees?’
and usually is confined to low elevations. It has many
that when we, the trees, settle for the leadership
So the trees said to the fig tree, ‘You come and
traditional medicinal uses.
of a thornbush, we are compromising not only
reign over us.’
the present but also the future. The legacy of one
atad can endure for generations.
But the fig tree replied, ‘Have I stopped yielding my sweetness, my delicious
This spring, let’s take Yotam’s parable of the trees to heart and remember the
fruit, that I should go and wave above the trees?’
role of good leadership – and good leaders – in helping us move forward. Perhaps
So the trees said to the vine, ‘You come and reign over us.’
recognizing the high stakes will encourage us to embrace our strengths and lead
But the vine replied, ‘Have I stopped yielding my new wine, which gladdens
as we are able.
God and men, that I should go and wave above the trees?’
Rabbi David Weiner is the spiritual leader of Knesset Israel in Pittsfield.
Then all the trees said to the thornbush, ‘You come and reign over us.’
And the thornbush said to the trees, ‘If you are acting honorably in anointing
me king over you, come and take shelter in my shade; but if not, may fire
issue from the thornbush and consume the cedars of Lebanon!’

The more we read this parable, the more layers of meaning it reveals. The
reluctance of several prominent trees to assume leadership over the others is
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Your Federation Presents
CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE, continued from page 1

community throughout the year. In ordinary times, it’s an important way to
sustain relationships with our donors and keep conversations going about
The response was overwhelming, reports Susan Frisch Lehrer, Federation’s
Federation and its vital role in building and sustaining Jewish community in the
coordinator of volunteers and PJ Library. “The people who volunteer for everyBerkshires.
thing signed up,” she says. “People who have never volunteered with Federation
With the COVID-19 crisis changing expectations for the summer months and
were asking what they could do.” In all, approximately 100 people volunteered to
beyond, Leslie – along with other Federation staff – responded by reaching out to
pitch in during the early weeks of our outreach.
our community members, wherever they might be, just to check in and see how
Susan and other members of Federation staff first connected volunteers with
people are coping.
members of our community who are most vulnerable – older adults living inde“It’s been interesting how once someone I reach gets past the initial ‘what does
pendently and those in assisted-living facilities, as well as those unable to leave
she want’ moment,” says Leslie, “the conversation immediately turns back from
their homes or who requested urgent help. Our volunteers helped them shop
them to us. To ‘How are things in the Berkshires?’ ‘What has Federation been up
online, picked up groceries and other necessities at local markets and pharmato?’ ‘How is the community at large?’”
cies, and checked in regularly to chat and see how things were going.
Leslie says that so many of the people she has spoken to have expressed frusWhen Federation made the decision to reach out
tration with being isolated. “They are used to being
to all community members in our database – which
active and social, and now they can’t be. But so many
“People have been so appreciative
includes Jewish individuals and families who may
have told me the most frustrating part is wishing they
not be affiliated with a local congregation – our
of our phone calls. But what I find
could be out there doing more to help others.”
volunteers enabled us to more rapidly complete
During her outreach, Leslie has been able to
amazing is the way they seem more provide
our calls. But more importantly, they initiated
a lifeline to community members who were
their own dialogues with their fellow commustruggling, but did not know where to turn. “I called a
concerned about us than they do
nity members, sharing their experiences with
woman just to check in,” says Leslie, “and found out
about themselves.”
Federation and their concerns during this time of
that her husband had recently been diagnosed with
uncertainty.
Alzheimer’s disease. He had no clue about what was
— Development Officer
Getting meals to housebound members of our
going on, only that he couldn’t go out on the walks
Leslie Kozupsky
community is an essential service provided three
they still enjoyed together. And she was overwhelmed.
times a week, and Susan says she wants to recogShe expressed that she thought she needed help.”
nize the “unsung heroes” of that effort – David Pill
Leslie connected her with Jill Goldstein, Federation’s social worker, who has
and Dr. Alan Metzger. “They show up at the Knesset Israel kitchen to pick up the
helped the couple receive some of the assistance they need.
meals Cindy Bell-Deane has prepared,” she says, “and bring them to people with
“People have been so appreciative of our phone calls,” Leslie says. “But what I
whom they’ve developed relationships.” Their interactions are necessarily more
find amazing is the way they seem more concerned about us than they do about
limited, but even more welcome during this time of social isolation. Susan says
themselves.”
that several mental health professionals – psychologists and social workers – have
volunteered their expertise, as well.
Federation Programming
As coordinator of PJ Library for our Federation, Susan has developed relationFederation’s “Knosh & Knowledge” and twice-weekly “Connecting With
ships with families throughout Berkshire County. She says that, as everywhere
Community” programming offers anyone opportunities for year-round engageelse, parents are feeling a little stress as they try to balance their efforts to keep
ment. These programs are free of charge and provide a learning environment that
their kids focused and entertained while working remotely from home. She says
is welcoming, diverse, and sustaining.
that PJ Library, on its website and Facebook feed, has been providing abundant
During the coronavirus crisis, all on-site programming has been suspended
daily Jewish-themed activities and events for young children, including concerts
through the end of May. At press time, June events were scheduled to go on as
and story sessions. Susan also curates our own PJ Library Facebook feed to
planned, though that could change.
reflect the interests of our families.
“During this time of heightened health concerns and awareness,” says
Our local PJ Library also led an effort to remind local seniors in nursing
Federation’s program director, Nancy Maurice Rogers, “we are still here and
homes and assisted living facilities that they are not alone by creating Happy Day
thinking about how best to continue engagement. Although on-site programs
cards that were then scanned and emailed and distributed to the residents. (For
have been postponed and rescheduled, others have moved to phone and video
more, please see page 1.)
conferencing.”
“People have been making connections, which is imperative,” says Susan. “Not
Maggie Bittman, the licensed mental health counselor who has for many years
necessarily face-to-face, but voice-to-voice – one-on-one connections that are so
engaged with attendees of Connecting With Community about the stressors of
important because we are one. This time is so hard because we are social beings
life that we all experience, moved her “LET’S TALK: Conversations on Life” to a
who are missing one another.”
conference call format in late March. She said after her first telephone session: “I
To volunteer, call Susan at (413) 442-4360, ext. 14, or email slehrer@jewishfelt satisfied knowing that people can comfortably express feelings, thoughts, and
berkshires.org.
ideas on the phone. I hold conversations sacred wherever people come together at

Development
As Federation’s development officer, Leslie Kozupsky devotes a great amount
of time staying in touch with both the full-time and part-time members of our

Original Online Programming
Check the emails you receive from
Federation for links to a wide array
of online learning and engagement,
along with instructions on how to
join via Zoom and other platforms.
Here are some highlights that have
been organized for our community by
our program director, Nancy Maurice
Rogers.
Thursday, May 7 at 10:45 a.m.,
“International Affairs Discussion.”
Join Steven J. Rubin, professor emeritus of International Studies and
former dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Adelphi University, for a
monthly virtual discussion exploring
current issues and events that influence our lives and those around us.
This month’s topics will include the
pandemic and resulting economic
downturn, different states/different
approaches, November elections, and
world health challenges. Advance registration required by May 5.
Thursday, May 14, at 10:45
a.m., “Voting: Around the World
in 80 Years.” The beginning of the
U.S. Women’s Suffrage Movement

was marked by the 1848 Seneca Falls
Convention, yet women’s right to vote
was not nationally codified for another
eight decades. Cassandra Peltier, executive director of the Susan B. Anthony
Birthplace Museum located in Adams,
will lead us into a look at some of
the long-standing social and political
climates which kept women from the
polls, as well as some of the historical events and remarkable women
that helped the Women’s Suffrage
Movement reach its goals.
Monday, May 18 at 10:45 a.m.,
“The Blacklist Dream.” join actor,
teacher, and playwright Conrad
Bromberg as he shares stories about
his father and his family’s experiences
living under the Hollywood blacklist of
the 1940s and 1950s. When Conrad
Bromberg was a child, his father was
named as a Communist by his best
friend to the House Un-American
Activities Committee. Come join us
for his insights into when the First
Amendment’s right to privacy, freedom
of speech, and freedom of thought was
put on the line for many.

For further information on all Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
programs, please call Nancy Maurice Rogers, Program Director,
at (413) 442-4360, ext.15.

various venues in person. Second-best is the telephone, as it allows conversations
to flow.” Also, many of the older participants prefer telephone to computers.
“This is a time to develop strategies that maximize creative approaches for
community engagement,” says Nancy. “Audiences continue to stay connected
and presenters are eager and willing to try new approaches that reach and teach
people.” She has been working hard to coordinate with presenters and attendees
in the face of a constantly-shifting landscape of closures and social distancing
protocols.
She adds: “We emphasize that although this is a time to stay at home, it
remains a time to stay connected, engaged with reciprocity and sustained
compassion. As always, communicating with people and staying engaged with
community, with family and friends, is most important. I am continuing to look
at how programming lends itself to these aspects in people’s lives and in varied
approaches to reach people right now.”
Please check Federation’s website (www.jewishberkshires.org) and emails for
more information on our online offerings.

Social Work
Jill Goldstein, LICSW, ordinarily follows the well-being of 35 people in our
community, supporting them in the challenges they may encounter in negotiating
daily life. Since COVID-19 restrictions were adopted, many of her clients have
been challenged with an even greater sense of isolation than they are accustomed
to, as many opportunities to socialize – such as, for example, Connecting With
Community programs and lunches – are not available.
Jill, whose services are contracted by the Federation on behalf of the Berkshire
Jewish community through Jewish Family Service of Western MA in Springfield,
reports that subtle changes can often make a meaningful difference in a person’s
attitude toward being stuck at home.
One client who has worked as a yoga instructor, told Jill that “the way she’s
coping is by working with a massage therapist, who has been walking her through
a self-massage via telephone. It’s something she ordinarily wouldn’t do, but has
found it a creative way to improve her mood while in isolation.”
Another client, says Jill, “lives on a fixed income and is still able to walk to the
grocery store. Since the coronavirus pandemic began, she buys one extra item to
donate to a food pantry.” Doing so gives her a sense of satisfaction from pitching
in, and Jill says many of her clients have also made it a point to do something for
others in order to keep themselves positive.
Over the Passover holiday, the community mobilized in many different ways to
stay connected with one another. “There has been a huge volunteer pool of people
who have made calls to check in with members of our community just to say hi,”
says Jill, “and it has made a huge difference. The great appreciation that people
have for the outreach Federation and the synagogues have undertaken permeates
the conversations I’ve been having with the people I reach. They are just so happy
to receive those calls.”
If you believe that you or someone you know might benefit from talking with
Jill, please get in touch by calling (413) 442-4360, ext. 17, or via email at j.goldstein@jfswm.org.
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Your Federation Presents
Kosher Meals
For Cindy Bell-Deane, Federation’s director
of food services, Passover season is usually a
very active time in which her ordinary routines
are disrupted. Normally, she and her assistant
Ken Conlow prepare three meals a week (two in
the summer months) for the regulars who have
formed a tight-knit, supportive community at
Federation’s kosher lunches for older adults at
Knesset Israel in Pittsfield. When the holiday
rolls around, Cindy oversees the transition of
the KI kitchen for a strictly kosher-for-Passover
food service in advance of Federation’s always
well-attended annual community Seder.
This year, just before the holiday, the
sit-down communal Seder had to be canceled
– but a decision was made to provide those
who wanted a traditional Passover repast the opportunity to receive their holiday
meals, catered by Crown Market of West Hartford, and offered through Federation
on a pay-as-you-can basis.
The food arrived in large containers on Monday, two days before the first night
Seder. Cindy and Ken worked at a feverish pace over two days to package 125
meals and get them ready for pickup on Wednesday morning, April 8.
They got the job done. On
Wednesday morning, cars began to roll
into the KI parking lot, where teenaged volunteers placed the meals in
the trunks of community members who
had ordered them.
During chol ha’moed Pesach and
beyond, Cindy and Ken have continued
to prepare meals-on-wheels for the
homebound recipients who ordinarily
receive them, but also for many of the
participants who would usually dine
together at the Federation-sponsored
lunch.
Cindy takes pride in preparing
varied menus, but due to the coronavirus response, she’s had to adapt.
Says Ken: “It’s hard to figure from day
to day what availability might be at the
markets.” Adds Cindy: “I also try to
make sure to use what I might have on
hand, so I can stay safer by not having
to go out to the grocery store.”
Cindy Bell-Deane
Cindy also takes pride in knowing
what each of her regulars like to eat, along with any dietary restrictions they
might have, and tailoring meals to their preferences. That hasn’t changed because
the food is being delivered, rather than served directly from the kitchen.
“We don’t deliver food just to deliver food,” she says about the more than 60
meals she prepares three times weekly. “I want to make sure that people get food
they want to eat.”

Partnership2Gether
On April 1, in a meeting attended online by Federation vice president Josh
Bloom, the board of directors and Federation leadership of the Southern New
England Consortium (SNEC) – the group of Federations that have joined together
to connect with our Israeli Partnership2Gether region, Afula-Gilboa – allocated
$50,000 for relief of the effects of coronavirus in the Afula-Gilboa region through
partner non-governmental organizations.
The first allocations were made to Bet Singer Children’s Home (for multimedia
equipment and other supplies), Afula Crowns / Shehakim (for sandwich club
and home computers), Afula Municipality (hot meals for seniors), Emek Hospital
(coronavirus-related medical equipment), the Gilboa Arab population (small business funding and support for workers who have lost jobs), and Haifa Rape Crisis
Center (additional social workers and hotline operations).
The group planned to reconvene in early May to assess further potential
allocations.

Jewish Women’s Foundation of
Berkshire County
When the COVID-19 crisis hit, the executive board of the Jewish Women’s
Foundation of Berkshire County recognized the fear and anxiety, as well as the
economic impact, this situation caused. To that end, they called emergency meetings to address the food insecurity escalating in Berkshire County.
The Board unanimously voted to allocate an additional $1,000 to support the families of its Berkshire
Hills Regional School District Project Connection
Backpack kids and also to send $1,000 each to the
three food banks in Berkshire County, Community
Pantry at the South Congregational Church of
Pittsfield, People’s Pantry of Great Barrington, and
Berkshire Food Project of North Adams
The Board reached out to Foundation members
by writing: “We are painfully aware that food insecurity will be an ever-increasing problem as this
crisis continues and are looking into how the Jewish
Women’s Foundation can best serve this community
that nourishes our souls. Your continuing membership in the Jewish Women’s
Foundation is more important now than ever.”

Donate ~ Volunteer ~ Make a Difference
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Federation-Funded Partners Respond to COVID-19
In February, this Federation’s board of directors accepted the recommendations of our allocations committee and granted out more than
$175,000 to support humanitarian needs in Israel and around the world. Just as the pandemic began in late February, those dollars were
sent to our funded partners who are now using our vital support to save lives and protect the most vulnerable Jews across the globe.
Here are some of the ways they are making your dollars work.
From a message by Mark Wilf, Chair, Board of Trustees, Jewish Federations
of North America
People ask me “What is to become of our community?” or “What will our
community look like when this is over?” And I always say the same thing. This
is what our community looks like – organized, caring and ready to tackle any
challenge.
Together, collectively, we will continue to lead a community that never loses its
purpose or its way. Though our world and our community are facing an unprecedented challenge, we know what to do and we know how to do it. To everyone
who needs help in this crisis, please reach out to your local Federation and let us
know. We will be there.
And to all those who can offer help, please reach out to your local Federation
to join the effort.
B’chol dor vador. From generation to generation, the work of community goes
on, and the work of the Federation system goes on. This pandemic is but one of
our generation’s challenges. We do not yet know the full extent of the harm that
COVID-19 will cause, but we will continue to meet this crisis head on, as our
predecessors met the challenges of their day.

elderly, Meir Panim is making sure that they, along with the homebound and
disabled, are able to receive hot nutritious meals without risking leaving their
homes.
We have been asked by many local municipalities, from as far north as Tzfat
and as far south as Dimona, to add thousands of meals-on-wheels recipients who
are in quarantine, unemployed or on furlough due to the coronavirus pandemic.
Meir Panim is up to the task because of generous donors like you.
We extend our deepest appreciation to the leadership of the Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires and to your entire community for helping us face this crisis and
for lessening the hopelessness our clients are feeling. Thank you again and may
God keep you and your families safe.

From Wendy Borodkin, Director, American Friends of ELI: Israel Association
for Child Protection

On behalf of ELI, I am writing to
thank the Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires for its grant. ELI has been
declared to be an emergency service
provider by the Israeli Government. Of
greatest concern is that we expect an
From Lorraine Braun, Director of Development, American Friends of Meir
increase in abuse (especially sexual)
Panim
due to everyone living in close quarters at high levels of stress. As a result,
We are very appreciative of the
we have expanded ELI’s on-call operations to help people in crisis due to the
generous funding we received from the
Coronavirus pandemic, specifically children who are being abused or are at risk
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
of being abused and stressed parents who need support.
over the years. Your generous grant is
ELI is an experienced crisis intervention provider, and is therefore already
timely and necessary as we transition
positioned to deal with these types of challenging situations. Currently, we need
our services to cope with the pandemic in Israel.
to retool and expand specific elements of the work that we were already doing.
In light of the current situation, our meals-on-wheels program has expanded
Specifically, we are putting six part-time therapists on call 24/7, on a rotating
its operations in all of the five cities where we operate restaurant-style soup
basis, for at least six months. ELI will cover the basic expenses involved such as
kitchens and we are working around the clock to deliver as many meals as
advertising and phone; the cost of needed personnel for this service is $6,700 a
possible to help those who need it most. With more than half of our clients being
month.
For those clients coming into the
office for therapy, we are following
social distancing requirements. We are
conducting online therapy sessions
via video conferencing platforms. It
is working very well with the adults;
however, the children lose focus more
quickly, so we have shortened their
sessions. To make sure those who need
help are getting it, we are reaching out
to clients who are not coming in for
their needed therapy appointments and
to municipal social service providers
who have decreased their referrals to
ELI due to their reduced work schedules. Finally, we are exploring the
feasibility of continuing our group
therapy online.
On behalf of abused children who
Meir Panim volunteers preparing takeaway meals…
…that are then delivered to those in need
need our help, we want to underscore
the importance of the government
declaring us to be an emergency service

Affiliate with a Congregation.
You, the congregation, and the Jewish community
benefit when you do.

The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
encourages you to affiliate.

• YOU GET the Jewish enrichment and spiritual nourishment you are seeking.
• YOU GET the rabbinical support you need in times
of joy and sorrow.
• YOU RECONNECT with your community and your
Jewish roots.
• YOU CAN PARTICIPATE in a variety of services,

classes, and programs that keep Judaism alive and
flourishing in Berkshire County.
• THE CONGREGATION IS THE INSTITUTION that has
sustained the Jewish people for two
millenia throughout the world. Orthodox,
Conservative, Reconstructionist, or Reform, the
Jewish community wins when you join the
congregation of your choice.
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provider. We will do our best to live up to the expectations placed on us and to take
care of those who rely on us.

From Shaina Sherman, Development Officer, JDC
In response to the acute humanitarian needs emerging from the
COVID-19 pandemic, JDC, the global
Jewish humanitarian organization,
is responding worldwide by providing
life-saving aid for the most vulnerable,
including the poor and elderly, who’ve
been hardest hit by this crisis. JDC
is ensuring the safe provision of supplemental food, medicines, medical care,
hygiene supplies and training, as well as the deployment of programs to battle
loneliness and retrain the unemployed.
JDC’s global coronavirus intervention – being carried out in partnership with
the Jewish Federations of North America as well as funding partners, foundations, and individual donors – includes:
In the former Soviet Union, response options such as distribution of supplemental emergency medicine, medical care, and food for the poorest elderly and
children, as well as the provision of personal hygiene gear, private transportation,
and communications equipment for homecare workers and staff to be able to
safely aid clients in remote locations. The organization is also deploying professional support to Jewish institutions for managing an emergency routine, and
rolling out online programming and materials for Jewish activities, including
virtual Passover Seders, Shabbat meals, and JCC events. JDC’s Active Jewish
Teens, the region’s largest Jewish teen network connecting more than 3,200
Jewish teens in 60 cities, has created an online platform for participants.
In Israel, transforming services in partnership with the Israeli government
and NGO sector, delivering essential care services and meals in 180 locations for
two months for quarantined and homebound elderly; training and coordinating
volunteers in over 50 locations to provide vital services. Creating and disseminating online services, videos, and infographics in Hebrew, Arabic, Russian, and
Amharic providing guidelines, best-practices, and other vital information for over
1 million beneficiaries..
In Europe, Asia, and North Africa, JDC is working through our community
partners to provide special precautions for services to the elderly, and throughout
the entire region, volunteers are being recruited, hotlines are being launched, and
services are being adapted for the new reality.
In Latin America, JDC is working in Argentina to provide food, medicine and
monetary assistance to the neediest elderly Jews, people with chronic diseases,
and families with children at risk. In Cuba, where the regular communal Shabbat
dinner has been suspended, Shabbat food has safely been distributed to local
community members at home..
In Ethiopia, JDC is training key organizations and institutions in the lifesaving practices of hand washing, proper hygiene, and social distancing. JDC
is equipping two central health facilities in Addis Ababa with basic materials for
ensuring the safety of its medical personnel in dealing with the virus.

From Roni Akale, Director General, Ethiopian National Project (ENP)
During this time of such great uncertainty, we thought to share with you a ray
of light that we, together, are able to provide to the
Ethiopian-Israeli community thanks to the support
of so many of you. With Israel’s schools closed,
extra-curricular activities discontinued and one
quarter of the State of Israel’s work force unemployed, ENP’s programs provide essential services
to the 4,000+ families it serves.
ENP’s critical work includes:
• School Performance and Community Empowerment (SPACE) offers new on-line small group
instruction in core subjects including math, English and Hebrew, and other subjects. Special attention will be given to those eleventh and twelfth graders who will be required
to take their high school completion exams in June.

The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires’ offices will be closed
while COVID-19 distancing protocols remain in place. Our staff
is working remotely, and can be reached by email or telephone.
Hope to see you soon! (413) 442-4360.
Dara Kaufman, Executive Director
dkaufman@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 12
Front Desk
federation@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 10
Kathi Todd,
Development Assistant
ktodd@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 16
Leslie Kozupsky,
Development Officer
lkozupsky@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 19
Albert Stern, BJV Editor
astern@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 11 or cell: (347) 244-0111

Jenny Greenfeld,
BJV Advertising Rep
jgreenfeld@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 13
Nancy Maurice Rogers,
Program Director
nrogers@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 15
Susan Frisch Lehrer, Coordinator
of Volunteers, PJ Library
slehrer@jewishberkshires.org
Extension 14
Jill Goldstein, Social Worker
Extension 17
Cindy Bell-Deane,
Director of Food Services
cbdeane@jewishberkshires.org
(413) 442-2200 (Kitchen)

• ENP’s community coordinators will make virtual “home visits” daily, helping
participant children and their families address challenges they are experiencing, while working in full coordination with municipal partners to ensure
that any and all familial needs that require supplemental support are being
addressed. If and where possible, ENP seeks to arrange the donation of laptop
computers to families in need.
• Participants in ENP’s spoken English program “Bridges” will team up with
North American peers in virtual chat rooms.
• The extraordinary “Ti’ud: Imparting the Story of the Ethiopian Aliyah to Future
Generations” program will continue.
At a time when all of Israel is behind closed doors, ENP will continue to open
doors for the Ethiopian-Israeli community through its life-changing programs.

From World ORT
On April 6, more than 100
participants from around the ORT
network took part in a special
COVID-19 briefing to hear directly
from the teachers and administrators on the frontline of the organization’s efforts to continue its educational
provision to hundreds of thousands of young people.
Supporters and colleagues in countries including Britain, Israel, Canada,
the United States, Italy, Mexico, Switzerland, Russia, Ukraine, and South Africa
heard Dan Green, Acting Director General and CEO of World ORT, say that in the
four weeks since the first school in the network was forced to close – in Milan,
Italy – all of ORT’s schools and universities had now shut their doors and had
moved their classes and programs online.
He said the network was not immune from the disease, with parents of some
French students having died, and one school principal also fighting for his life.
Mr. Green paid tribute to teachers and support staff who have worked tirelessly
over recent weeks to move schools online. Attention was now turning towards
being able to ensure every student, whatever their circumstances, has the
technology needed to continue their education during the lockdown, as well as
preparing for the inevitable economic impact of coronavirus on students and their
families around the world. Ensuring families can continue to pay private school
fees will be one priority.
Mikhail Libkin, the director of ORT Russia who was a featured speaker at our
Federation’s 2019 annual meeting, explained how the sixteen day schools and
almost 10,000 students in the former Soviet Union were adapting to the situation.
He said: “It’s a huge educational system. We are working on the principle that
every student, even from primary school age, has two or three lessons a day, and
for middle and high school between three and five hours a day.
“The main challenge is to continue the learning process – no one canceled
the state exams. We are responsible for our kids. Most of the ORT schools had
already developed resources for distance learning, and have used these tools
before. However, distance learning is not a copy of a traditional educational
model, it’s a different philosophy, a different educational world. Use the time for
experimenting as well – it’s a unique situation and we have to experiment – we
have never had this opportunity to try new ways of communication, new tools.
These are the only positives we have in this moment.”
Amelie Esquenazi, ORT’s networking coordinator for Latin America, described
how teachers across the region had been keeping in touch with vulnerable
students, how children had been running their own yoga classes online for peers,
and how a new tikkun olam initiative for low-income families was ensuring food
parcels were delivered on a regular basis.
There was a similar message of positivity from Amos Gopher, director of the
Kfar Silver Youth Village near Ashkelon in Israel. He explained which aspects of
the village were still functioning for Naale students – who have moved to Israel for
their studies and have no other home to go to. He said there had been difficulties
communicating with some children from lower socio-economic backgrounds who
were now at home with their parents but did not have access to computers and
other online tools.
Dany Maknouz, an ORT representative and teacher at Milan’s Scuola Della
Comunita Ebraica, gave details of how Italy been desperately hard hit by the
virus. She said that while hospital services were exhausted, the situation was
slowly improving after a month of lockdown and “many” bereavements in the
Jewish community. “Connections like ORT are now, more than ever, our way out
of isolation,” she said, adding that she felt the school was fighting for its future.”
“We cannot celebrate our 140th anniversary in the ways we were going to,
but we can celebrate our innovation and adaptability,” Dan Green concluded.
“We will continue, we will endure and we will come through this with a stronger
network. We are equipped to deal with the challenges. When we are through this,
we in ORT will all look back in pride at how we dealt with these huge challenges
presented to us.”

Jewish Community Blood Drive
We are living through unprecedented and challenging times and
many of us feel helpless. What can we
do? Donate life-saving blood!
The Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires, with support from our
congregations, has organized a Jewish
Community Blood Drive.
Donations are by appointment
only and can be made by calling (413)
447-2597, ext. 2 or camuso@bhs1.org.
The Berkshire Blood Mobile will be
at the following locations:
• Wednesday, May 27 from 8:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at the Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires parking lot, 196
South Street in Pittsfield

• Thursday, May 28 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Hevreh of Southern Berkshire’s parking lot, 270 State Road in
Great Barrington
• Monday, June 1 from 9 a.m.– 2:30
p.m. at Congregation Beth Israel’s
parking lot, 53 Lois Street, North
Adams
Professional bloodmobile staff will
be adhering to strict health protocols
to ensure a smooth and safe process.
We do not know how, when, or who the
virus will hit but we know there is an
urgent need for blood. Everyone who is
able to donate is urged to help. Please
give so that someone else can live!
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“Together and Apart” – Maintaining Jewish
Peoplehood in Our Two Permanent Homes
PITTSFIELD – Beginning
on Thursday, May 7 at
10:45 a.m., Rabbi David
Weiner of Knesset Israel will
facilitate a new adult education course that explores one
of the most pressing issues
facing the Jewish world today
– how we move from being
a people with no permanent
home to one with two homes,
Israel and in North America.
This in-depth study
program has been crafted by
the Shalom Hartman Institute.
Through video lectures
from Hartman Institute

faculty, interviews with
scholars and textual sources,
this 14-unit course addresses
the complex features of Jewish
peoplehood and the contemporary challenges to the Jewish
people in an era in which we
have moved from having no
home to having two different,
vibrant, homes in Israel and in
North America.
Today, the Jewish people
face new challenges to our
unity including nationalism,
anti-Semitism, dual loyalty,
and identity politics. The
course considers what it

means to be a member of the
Jewish people, the core values
that animate Jewish peoplehood, and the contemporary
challenges to Jewish unity.
The curriculum imagines new
conceptual frameworks that
can help sustain and grow the
story of our people for a new
millennium.
Class materials are available online to be printed at
home. Participants will need
to register in advance with
Diana Macfarlane (office@
knessetisrael.org) to access
the materials, as well as the

Supporting the Arts, Culture, Environment,
and Social Needs in the Berkshires Since 1984

www.StoneHouseProperties. com
38 MAIN STREET

6 MAIN STREET

W. STOCKBRIDGE, MA

CHATHAM, NY

(413) 232-4253

(518) 392-0332

35 RAILROAD STREET
GT. BARRINGTON, MA
(413) 528-4211

video lectures and interviews
with scholars at the Hartman
Institute. It may also be
possible to purchase a print
copy of the texts we will be
studying together.
Classes will meet on
Thursdays, 10:45-noon,
meeting over the Zoom
platform until meeting in
person at Knesset Israel is

possible. The curriculum will
provide enough material for
6 to 8 months of study – the
schedule for the summer
months is very much up in the
air. Once registered, participants are welcome to drop in
whenever they are available.
First classes: May 7, 14,
21, and 28. On Zoom, join
meeting number 863-269-457.

& Home
Services
FOR RENT:
Unfurnished Townhouse at
Walden Village, Pittsfield
3 large bedrooms
3 2.5 bathrooms
3 Living room
3 Kitchen
–
–
–
–

Refrigerator
Microwave
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

3 Dining area
3 Loft area
3 Gas fireplace

3 Full basement with
washing machine and
dryer
– Additional storage
3 Condo swimming pool
& tennis courts
3 Non-smoking
3 No pets
3 Snow removal and
landscaping included
3 Quiet neighborhood –
cul-de-sac

3 Expansive deck
3 Attached garage with
automatic door opener

Available now!
For further information, please email
IleneGreenberg1112@gmail.com
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Who was that
masked man?

High Schooler Avi Snowise of Pittsfield
(shown here volunteering before
Passover) has been helping out by
delivering kosher meals by car to
homebound seniors as far afield as
Middlefield.

Donate
•
Volunteer
•
Make a Difference

Excessive? Quite Coping
the Contrary
On-Camera
Like many others in the Jewish
and Off
community, Alice Cande of North
Adams received the Federation eblast
in late March asking whether someone
in her household needed help or could
help others out during the COVID-19
crisis. The Congregation Beth Israel
member’s only experience as a
Federation volunteer was years ago,
when she regularly visited a woman in
a North County nursing home.
After receiving our email, Cande
says, “I realized that I wanted to do
something. People needed help.” When
she received her list of folks to call,
Cande assumed that everyone she’d be
calling might be in a vulnerable position. But then she recognized names of
people she knew were doing okay.
“At first I thought it might be excessive to call everyone,” she says, “but
quite the contrary. Most people I called
didn’t need anything, it’s true, but they
really appreciated the call.” She says
that most people screen calls from
unfamiliar numbers these days, and
when nobody picked up, she’d leave
a message. What she found was that
when she called back, many people
picked up the phone and were happy
to receive a call from Federation.
Others called her back to chat about
what Federation has been up to.
“One of the nicest things was
speaking with someone who said she’d
always donated to Federation because
she thought it was something she
should do,” says Cande. “Now, she
said, ‘I’ll give because I really want to.’”

How have local families been
coping? Here’s a report from
Federation’s PJ Library Berkshire
Family connector, Sarah Aroeste
Blaugrund, on what her family of
four has been up to.
“Like everyone, most of my
work has moved online. I’ve been
giving talks and workshops via
Zoom, but the highlight has been
involving my kids whenever I
can. I’ve been presenting some
family-friendly live Facebook
mini-concerts and book readings,
both on my Sarah Aroeste Music
page and also through other
organizations like Kveller.com.
Musicians like me have had to
get creative, especially managing
homeschooling and parenting two
young kids at the same time. So
what better way than to have my
children sing and help me with
my appearances! When
we’re off camera, we’ve
been coping like most
other young families
we know— enjoying art
projects, baking, outdoor
time, FaceTiming with
friends, and learning
how to play poker (math
and fun combined)!
Somehow the days have
passed, and at the end
of each one, I’m trying
to be grateful for having
this experience with my family.”

BERKSHIRE
&
ROOFING
GUTTER CO.

(413) 528-9700

413-298-1029
413
3 298 1029
www.BGRCo.net

✓COMPETITIVE PRICING
❑
✓
❑ PROMPT SERVICE
✓FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY
❑

NEHA & NRSB CERTIFIED

CEDAR ROOF
STANDING SEAM METAL
ASPHALT SHINGLES

Written Estimates • Fully Insured • Owner Installed MA Lic. #145878

SEAMLESS GUTTERS
Copper • Aluminum • Gutter Covers

“We like your smile when we’re done”

A+

S31033

& Home
Services

Radon Testing
and Mitigation

Virtual Model Home Tour
Available Online

Erode the boundary between exterior and interior.

MODERN BERKSHIRE LIVING
Mitchell Properties proudly introduces the River Houses + Modern Mill
Contemporary 2 & 3 Bedroom homes with stunning architecture,
soaring ceilings, and large private outdoor decks along the Green
River in Williamstown, MA.
Green, accessible, maintenance free, and part of the historic Cable
Mills community in the heart of the Berkshires.

CALL TO SCHEDULE YOUR PRIVATE APPOINTMENT
RiverHousesAtCM.com 413-597-8464

River Houses starting in the Mid $800,000’s

Modern Mill Lofts starting in the Mid $600,000’s

GPS: 160 Water Street in Williamstown, MA
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“What is different about this night from all other nights?”
In this time of global pandemic, our lives have been disrupted in significant ways and we find ourselves asking questions we may not otherwise have ever thought
to ask. In the spirit of the Passover holiday, we posed four questions, based on the four questions in the Haggadah, to members of our Jewish community as a way of
reconnecting during this time of separation from one another and the communal activities that bring us together. Here are some of the responses:

Question 1 – On Spirituality

Question 2 – On Community

On all other nights, we eat
chametz (unleavened bread) and
matzah. Why on this night, only
matzah?
The Jewish spiritual path is rooted
in coming together – to pray, to study,
to perform mitzvot and acts of tikkun
olam. For many of us, coming together
as Jews is the “leavening” that elevates
our spiritual practice – how has this
period of separation affected your spiritual focus and awareness?
“If anything, my spiritual focus
has strengthened, perhaps because it
provides solace in a time of fear and
uncertainty. It seems like the right
time to ask: Who am I? What do I fear?
What is out there, larger than myself?”
— Barbara Viniar

On all other nights, we eat all
vegetables. Why, on this night, only
bitter herbs?
Being restricted may remind us that
many things are beyond our control.
What have you done to sustain your
communal connections during this time
of social distancing?
“I am on the phone and Zoom to
check in with family and friends, and
for learning and worship. My virtual
Seder connected 4 generations of
family and friends in 17 locations in 5
states. I feel very connected.”
— Barbara Viniar

“Childhood memories of tradition
sustain and strengthen belief that we
will emerge from this nightmare of
uncertainty.”
— Audrey Friedner
“My spiritual focus and awareness have become more intentional
and planned. I have to reach out to
my community instead of being able
to rely on their being there when I
need them. It has become more of a
partnership.”
— Rachel Alemany
“As an ‘older person’ and at risk
(diabetes), I have been taking the
stay at home order pretty seriously.
It has given me time for deep practices from meditation to daily walks to
purging and cleaning. I also find time
to support the Jewish community by
reaching out and calling people who
have little social contacts, and getting
involved in making face masks for the
community as a whole.”
— Julia Kaplan

Julia Kaplan and her facemasks

“Still working at Price Chopper. But
there still is a bitterness to it all.”
— Jeff Kramer

themselves. We take it for granted and
should not.”
— Rachel Alemany

“At this stressful time, it becomes
imperative to have a good support
system and to try to be a support to
others. I am calling people to register
them to vote over the telephone and
feel that I am doing something useful.
I spend a great deal of time talking
with people, 6 feet away, but we
still have nice conversations and I
am calling and emailing friends and
family. I also attend services regularly
through Zoom, which helps sustain my
spirituality.”
— Naomi Schwartz

“I am grateful that [my husband]
Jeff and I have our health. I know it
sounds strange, but I am also grateful
that our fathers died peacefully this
past year and didn’t suffer with this
coronavirus.”
— Ethel Kramer

Question 3 – On Gratitude
On all other nights, we don’t dip
even once. Why on this night do we
dip twice?
Dipping twice in salt water, we are
reminded of the abundance promised
by spring and also of “salty tears” shed
during times of hardship and scarcity.
What have you found to be grateful for
in this time of uncertainty?
“Spring sunshine and warmth.
The kindness that is out there is
inspirational. I am so grateful for the
frontline workers who selflessly give of

Question 4 – On Home
On all other nights, we eat either
sitting up or reclining. Why on this
night do we all recline?
Many of us experience home as a
place of refuge – during this crisis, home
may start to feel like a place of confinement. How has your experience of
domestic life shifted during these weeks
of distancing?
“This experience has made me
think of Anne Frank and the two
families that were confined to an attic
in Holland during WW II. It deepens
the appreciation when you walk in
someone else’s shoes and reminds you
that the human spirit shines even in
adversity.”
— Gloria Rapoport
“I live alone so my domestic life
is my life. I maintain a schedule and

routine. Very important. In the mornings I read the local and national
papers, exercise (Thank You YouTube!)
and then do my school work. I then
do my household chores. After lunch,
I work on volunteer work and then I
work in the gardens and take a nice,
long walk. If it is raining I spend
time organizing and purging. It is the
evenings when things are quiet and
I am getting tired which are difficult.
This is when I miss my girls and reach
out to them. A wonderful surprise
activity has been playing Mah Jongg
online while FaceTiming my friends.
It is almost like we are together. And
Zoom. Can’t forget Zoom.”
— Julia Kaplan
Thankful for family. I am at my
son’s farm with three grandchildren
and two of their fiancées along with my
son and daughter-in-law.
— Jay Zeif, z”l (Jay, a friend of Federation
and a Connecting With Community
regular, passed away on April 15.)
(The questions were inspired by
and adapted from material created
by Repair the World, a non-profit
organization that “mobilizes Jews and
their communities to take action to
pursue a just world.” For more on its
mission, visit www.weRepair.org.)

Coalition Forms to Address Food Insecurity
Back in November 2017,
the BJV first covered the
efforts of South County residents Mark Lefenfeld and Jay
Weintraub to combat food
insecurity with Backyard
Bounty of the Berkshires,
through which they established a network of volunteers
and donors to collect and
deliver surplus produce from
home gardens and farmers
markets to local food pantries.
In 2019, we reported on
their merger with Berkshires
Bounty, a group that for 20
years, led by Phyllis Weiss
and the late Mel Greenberg,
worked to combat food
insecurity. The new organization, helmed by Lefenfeld
and Weintraub, was named
Berkshire Bounty.
Before the COVID-19
crisis emerged in late winter,
Lefenfeld and Weintraub were
looking ahead to Berkshire
Bounty’s second summer
season, but rapidly shifted
gears to join together with a
coalition of similarly-minded
organizations and local school
districts to address the immediate nutritional needs of
community members who were
losing jobs and children who

were unable to attend school.
“The real story is the way
this all came together,” says
Lefenfeld, who described the
fast-paced behind-the-scenes
efforts of organizations and
individuals already involved
in various efforts to combat
food insecurity in Berkshire
County. Meeting almost daily
in conference calls, they identified resources and shared
information.
“We didn’t anticipate this
crisis,” says Deb Phillips, a
nutritionist based in Great
Barrington who has long been
active in community programs

to encourage healthier eating,
“but we’re using it to implement long-term solutions and
systemic changes.” She adds
that establishing a sustainable
system that would mobilize
existing resources was a key
goal, but it was also important
“not to try to reinvent the
wheel” at a time when immediate action was required.
A component of Jenny
Schwartz’s role as food access
coordinator for Fairview
Hospital in Great Barrington is
to help ensure that children on
school holidays continued to
have access to nutritious food,

and so she was connected
to key players within the
four Berkshire County
school districts. Schwartz
emailed the school superintendents “to remind them of
the food access work we had
been doing and to connect
their schools’ resources to
each other.” By late March,
schools were receiving weekly
updates on food distribution,
supply, and other important
information.
Schwartz says that now
there are daily breakfast
and lunch pickups Monday
through Friday at most
schools, and weekend boxes
are also available for students
stuck at home. She adds that
this effort will continue for as
long as it is needed.
Jay Weintraub says that
Berkshire Bounty has focused
its efforts on identifying
needs, finding available food,
transporting it, and working
with school districts. Both
Weintraub and Lefenfeld
say they are constantly
learning on the fly about the
most effective ways to fulfill
Berkshire Bounty’s mission,
and that the coronavirus
crisis has posed some

unique challenges. Older
participants are sheltering
in place, and younger volunteers are needed. Some of
the food pantries have been
uncomfortable accepting
certain kinds of donations.
And given the disruptions in
the supply chain, there may
be less surplus available from
supermarkets.
Deb Phillips says that while
the initial focus of the groups
and individuals who joined
together was on the schools,
the coalition is expanding
its focus to feeding elders in
the community. They have
reached out to local farmers,
some of whom have donated
their unsold produce during
the winter root vegetable
season, and other who have
turned down assistance
money and asked that it be
redirected for other uses.
“At this stage, what is
most important are the
relationships that are
being developed,” she says.
“Whatever turn we take,
we are starting to know
who to talk to and what
actually is doable. We are
creating a system of people
BERKSHIRE BOUNTY,
continued on next page
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Grinspoon Foundation Contributes $10 Million to Fund Jewish Camps
Amid Coronavirus
Jewish camps that open this summer will be forced to adapt to the altered circumstances
By Melissa Weiss
This article was originally
published on JewishInsider.
com, an online publication that
covers the intersection of politics, philanthropy, business,
and the Jewish community.
Subscribe to their curated email
newsletter, The Daily Kickoff, at
JewishInsider.com/subscribe.
In April, the Harold
Grinspoon Foundation
announced a $10 million
grant to support Jewish
camps struggling to meet the
challenges posed by the novel
coronavirus. In a Zoom call
on April 21, JewishInsider.
com spoke to Harold
Grinspoon and Winnie Sandler
Grinspoon, president of the
foundation’s board of trustees,
about the recent gift and the
foundation’s efforts to support
community members impacted
by the virus.
Background: The entire
summer camp industry is
expected to be affected by the
pandemic. So far, no Jewish
camps have canceled their
summer season. If they do
open, they will be forced to
adapt to the altered circumstances. “They’re going to have
to spend money in ways they
hadn’t anticipated in order to
create a safe environment,”

Sandler Grinspoon told JI
from her home in the Boston
suburbs. “They can’t get their
counselors from abroad, they
can’t operate as they planned.
So there are additional financial needs if they open. And
even worse, if they don’t
open, they are out revenue
for this summer — revenue
that they’ve already expended
in order to prepare for the
summer, and they will be in
severe financial difficulty.”
The investment: The
program will provide a 1:2
match to dozens of Jewish
camps around the country
struggling to cover operational costs. Over the last two
decades, the foundation has
invested close to $19 million
as part of what Grinspoon
called “grant challenges” —
matches and incentives for
camps to fundraise large
portions of their budgets. To
date, camps participating in
the challenges have leveraged
that investment and brought
in more than $300 million.
Origin story: Harold
Grinspoon’s own children
attended summer camp, and
he saw firsthand the value of
the experience. After traveling the country visiting

for-profit and not-for-profit
camps — and noticing disparities between the two — he
established JCamp 180 in
2006. The program supports
not-for-profit camps with
both financial backing and
help in developing fundraising mechanisms to provide
long-term stability. “Bringing
Jewish kids together, having a
Jewish experience, is a great
way to have a very positive
experience,” Grinspoon told
JI from his home in western
Massachusetts. “It’s like
magic.”
Coronavirus activities:
The foundation also supports
PJ Library, a program that
sends hundreds of thousands of books every month
to Jewish families around the
world. The library’s efforts
have continued amid the
pandemic, Sandler Grinspoon
said, and it has added
resources to aid parents
whose children are now home.
PJ Library’s social media
page now provides sample
schedules to help structure
childrens’ days, and offers
programming for parents in
the evenings.
What’s next? “We are
hoping to get to post-pandemic

Harold Grinspoon
like everybody else,” Sandler
Grinspoon said. “What we
know is that families will
continue to want to provide
their kids with engaging
content and experiences…
And so we plan to continue
to be there every step of the
way.” As the virus begins to
plateau in hotspots around the
country, Grinspoon is waiting
out the pandemic at home.
He’s planning some camping of
his own in August — a five-day
whitewater rafting trip in
upstate New York to celebrate
his 91st birthday.

Melissa Weiss is a managing
editor for Jewish Insider.
Editor’s Note: From the All
Together Now: A Matching
Grant for Jewish Camp
webpage (https://jcamp180.
org/all-together-now): “Should
a camp not be open for some
or all of summer 2020, or if a
camper withdraws from the
2020 camp season, camper
families may convert some or
all of pre-paid deposits and
tuition to a charitable donation to the camp for a dollar to
dollar match (1:1 match).”

From Disappointment to Uplift
“It’s like rain on your wedding day,” sang Alanis Morrisette in her hit
“Ironic.” But if a downpour dampening one’s nuptials constitutes an ironic
turn of events, what might you call it when a nationwide social distancing
protocol coincides with the simcha your family has been planning for
months upon months?
The family of Carrie and David Schulman, who are Berkshires
second-homeowners now in Florida, found their own way to make grandson
Brandon’s bar mitzvah on March 28 a memorable cyber-simcha. Although
two celebrations, one to follow services and another in the evening, had to
be canceled, Carrie says Brandon was insistent that his bar mitzvah ceremony go on as scheduled, if not exactly as planned.
Only five people were in the sanctuary of the family’s South Florida
synagogue, Temple Beth Emet in Cooper City – the bar mitzvah boy,
parents Stacey and Matthew, younger brother Sammy, and Rabbi Bennett
Greenspon. Approximately 400 people connected via Facebook Live to
Carrie and David’s aliyah, with grandson
watch Brandon lead the service and read from the Torah.
Brandon at the bimah
“We went from being very sad to everyone being uplifted,” says Carrie,
adding all the grandparents received aliyot, with brother Sammy opening the
ark on behalf of those who would have received those honors. “It was beautiful.
Magnificent.”
When the family exited the synagogue,
a group of friends dressed in Star Wars
regalia was waiting outside to wish them
mazel tov, bringing Stacey to tears.
Carrie and David later drove over to their
daughter’s house for some properly socially
distanced in-person nachas. “’Hava Nagila’
was blasting as we came into the driveway,”
she says, and her family danced around the
car, with Brandon being lifted off the ground
by his proud parents.
“This little boy said his bar mitzvah was
going to be March 28,” gushed Carrie. “And
instead of it being postponed, it was saved.”
Mazel tov!

BERKSHIRE BOUNTY, continued from previous page
who have something to
give.” Also helping is The
Berkshire Taconic Community
Foundation and the Berkshire
United Way, which teamed up
to create a fund to support
the region’s community-based
organizations. At press
time, COVID-19 Emergency

Response Fund for Berkshire
County distributed more than
$1 million in grants across the
region.
Lefenfeld and Weintraub
are focusing on raising
funds to purchase food,
and will be delivering food
to WIC and People’s Pantry

in Great Barrington, South
Congregational Church in
Pittsfield, and the four area
school districts. They have
also received the grants from
The Green Pastures Fund
through the Berkshire Taconic
Community Foundation that
has allowed Berkshire Bounty

to expand its outreach.
Says Lefenfeld: “We’re in
uncharted territory and there
are a lot of bumps in the road.
But we are building something
amazing.”
For more on Berkshire
Bounty, visit
www.berkshire-bounty.org.

You can now read and
share Berkshire Jewish
Voice feature stories online!
Visit jewishberkshires.org
and select Community &
Events>Berkshire Jewish
Voice for links to highlights
of current and past issues.
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Traveling with Jewish Taste
Spring As-spear-ations
Asparagus goes, it’s one of the most welcome sights of spring
By Carol Goodman Kaufman
Among the most welcome sights of spring
are the tender and sweet asparagus shoots
poking their heads through the sun-warmed
soil. There is nothing quite so delicious as
asparagus fresh from the garden. It’s far
superior to the sometimes-woody bundles
sold in supermarkets, and not even in the
same universe as that mushy, olive drab stuff
in cans. You can eat it raw or just slightly
steamed, marinated for a cold salad or incorporated into any number of recipes.
But, fair warning: The asparagus season is
short. Very short. If you can get three weeks of
the veggie from your garden, you are doing well.
And then you’re dependent on the greengrocer.
Asparagus is native to the eastern Mediterranean and Asia Minor areas.
However, despite the vegetable’s origin, and Jews’ love of food generally — can
there be a Shabbat or holiday without a feast? — Israelis are just recently beginning to use it in their cuisine. In fact, of the many cookbooks I’ve reviewed for this
column, only half the Israeli ones include recipes calling for asparagus.
The plant itself is a cousin to onions, garlic, and leeks, as well as to flowering
bulbous plants. While the ancient Greeks and Romans adopted the name from
the Farsi “asparag,” or “shoot,” the vegetable has also gone by the name “sperage”
in the 16th century, “sparagus” in English speaking countries, and even “sparrow
grass.”
Legend has it that Egyptians revered the wild veggie so much that they offered
it up to their gods, and images of asparagus spears appear on a frieze picturing
the ritual, dating back to 3000 BC.
The Greeks also loved their wild asparagus and believed it to have medicinal
qualities, but it was the Romans who first cultivated it over 2,000 years ago. They
must have planted a lot of the veggie because what they didn’t eat fresh, they
preserved for winter enjoyment. Roman emperors were so fond of asparagus, in
fact, that beginning with Augustus, they kept the “Asparagus Fleet” specifically
for the purpose of sailing the seas to obtain it.
Muḥammad ibn Muḥammad al-Nafzawi, writing in Tunis in the 12th century,
attributed aphrodisiacal properties to asparagus in his book, The Perfumed
Garden of Sensual Delights, what many call the Arabic version of the Kama Sutra.
Asparagus has been called variously the “food of kings,” “the king of foods,”
and “food of the gods,” and for good reason. Although French monks had been
cultivating it since the 15th century (luckily, their vows of poverty didn’t apply to
asparagus) back in the day, only the wealthy could afford such a rare delicacy.
For example, King Louis XIV of 17th century France, builder of that little
cottage known as the Palace of Versailles, was so fond of asparagus that
he ordered special greenhouses built so that he could enjoy asparagus all
year-round.
We Americans came a little late to the game, not growing asparagus until the
mid-19th century, but it has become as closely associated here with spring as old
Robin Red Breast. But, of course, once we got involved, we were all in. The crop is
so economically significant in some parts of this country that communities host
festivals to honor it, at least one complete with parade and asparagus queen, are
held every year.
And, many German cities host Spargelfests celebrating the harvest of white
asparagus. One of the highlights of the spring season is the performance of the
song “Veronika, Spring is Here,” originally sung by The Comedian Harmonists,
a pre-World War I group of German singers founded by Jews. Asparagus being
shaped the way it is, at the time it was written the song was considered a rather
racy tribute to the vegetable.

Beginning with the emperor Augustus, Romans kept an “Asparagus Fleet” of
ships specifically for the purpose of sailing the seas to obtain the prized veggie
“Veronika, spring is here
the girls sing tra-la-la
the whole world seems bewitched
Veronika, the asparagus is growing
Veronika, the world is green,
so let’s go into the woods.
Even grandpa is saying to grandma,
Veronika, spring is here!”
As you can well imagine, once the 1930s rolled in, the group disbanded and
fled the country.
Now, upon reading this post, if you have decided that you want to grow your
own, I have good news. Asparagus is a long-lived perennial plant so you will get
about 20 to 25 years out of it. And maintenance is easy. Simply fertilize with
10-10-10 before the spears appear in early spring, and after the last harvest.
When the ferns turn brown after frost, cut them down. Make sure to keep the
area free of weeds. That’s it!
Once the asparagus is established in its second year after planting (although
some gardeners say the third year), you can begin to enjoy the delectable spears.
To harvest, cut them on an angle close to the ground when they reach a height of
about eight inches and are at least a half-inch thick.

Asparagus
The legendary general and statesman Julius Caesar is reputed to have had his
first taste of asparagus in Lombardy, in what is now northern Italy. He then
ordered it served with melted butter. Boy, was he onto something. When it
comes to asparagus, I believe the simpler the better. In fact, I can eat it raw
with nothing else added, straight from the garden. But, if you are in the mood
for something a little fancier with no real work involved, try this recipe.

Ingredients:
1 bunch fresh asparagus, the
thinner the better
3 T. olive oil
1 t. kosher salt, plus extra for
sprinkling

Freshly ground black pepper
1 T. fresh lemon juice
2 T. Parmesan cheese

Directions:
Scene from a Spargelfest, “voll mit einem schiefen Turm aus Spargel!”

Preheat the oven to 425 degrees F.
Rinse the asparagus under cool water to remove grit, and dry
thoroughly.
Break off the tough ends of the spears.

Carol Goodman Kaufman is a psychologist and author with a passion for travel
and food. She is currently at work on a food history/cookbook, tracing the paths
that some of our favorite foods have taken from their origins to appear on dinner
plates and in cultural rites and artifacts around the world. She invites readers to
read her blog at carolgoodmankaufman.com and to follow her on
Twitter @goodmankaufman.

Place the asparagus into a mixing bowl (or plastic bag) and pour
in the olive oil. Toss (or shake) to coat the spears.
Place the asparagus on a baking sheet and sprinkle with the salt,
pepper, and cheese. Roast the asparagus for 25 minutes, until
tender but still crisp.
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Observing From Home
By Jodie Friedman / Special to the BJV

Some components of
Jewish observance different
from my own have always
been at least a little daunting.
To truly abstain from technology for 25 consecutive
hours every week. To steer
clear of a cheeseburger. Simply
put, this is not, nor has ever
been, part of my Judaism.
But suddenly, all our
familiar routines and systems
were upended in a matter of
days due to COVID-19. In the
weeks since, a sort of relief
has bubbled to the surface on
Fridays for me. While I don’t
feel the need to disconnect
from the things that keep me
sane (yet also invalidate my
sanity) in an effort to connect
inward, for the first time I’ve
been feeling pangs of guilt
for keeping my phone on
through Shabbat. My typical
Friday night ritual – which
might include drinking wine
on the couch and decompressing from the week with
my roommate – is no longer a
clear contrast to the rest of the
week. As I type this from my
couch, with a can of seltzer,
I’m finding out just how
much I rely on Shabbat. And
Havdalah.
There is a specific trauma
response that I feel in this

current iteration of
the world. I’ve never
lived through something like “this,”
but an internal
compass is guiding
me out of anxiety
and into confidence.
Something tells me
that no generation
of Jews has made
it through a period of time
without adversity. I grew up
with tail-end Baby Boomer
parents telling me I have “no
idea what it was like” for them.
But I can think back to larger
family gatherings where I
saw my own parents admonished by older members of
our family (mostly their own
siblings), who would tell them
that they really had “no idea
what it was like.”
Coming up to Passover,
jokes and memes shared on
social media captured the
pure irony of the way this
year’s Pesach prep mirrored
parts of the Exodus. Somehow
the humor emboldened me in
my performance of Passover
rituals. It was as if a switch
flipped when I realized that
this Pesach would be the
first time I would be able to
host my dearest friends, now
living across the country, for
a virtual second night Seder.
Many of the folks who would
be coming already knew one
another, some only knew me.
Some are Jewish and some
are not. A few are staying
with family and some are
entirely on their own. Hosting
a virtual Seder really felt like
my moment to gather the
wandering Jews,

We are so fortunate to have the benchmarks of
Part of my
job at Hevreh is
chagim to get excited about, and help us keep a
creating in-person
sense of time. As the days melted into weeks and
programs with
lots of moving
we have now lived a full month in social isolation,
parts, and since
now counting the Omer, I have found solace in the
I was unable
to do that, the
routine that is naturally provided for Jews.
program-planning side of my
mind at first went
When the call was over
tradition provides for us. We
a little meshuggah, but then
and the leftovers had been
think of the Exodus as an
swung around with an energy
packed up, somehow it felt like
impossible feat – spending 40
that had petered out during
Passover had ended. Seven
years just trying to get to a
my weeks of confinement. I
days of Pesach still remained,
place, seemingly without proof
love Passover, and after last
but more chag just did not feel
that we will ever arrive. As our
year’s successful Hevreh
special or exciting. I fell back
2020 Exodus is the opposite
Hipsters Seder, I was looking
into a gloomy “nothing new”
of physical wandering, the
forward to doing a similar sort
attitude. But the next day was
psychological pang of wanting
of gathering, this time online.
Shabbat, so I lit candles with
to arriving someplace new and
I sent out a Hagaddah that a
friends over FaceTime. And
better is real and tangible.
friend had made, my mother’s
the next day I schmoozed with
Soon our people will expericharoset recipe (we use Fuji or
some of our teens for what has
ence freedom from a bondage
Gala apples), and a list of pop
become a weekly Havdalah
we did not know we were
culture viewing, listening, and
hangout. As I stake my sanity
prepared for, and be free to do
reading materials that would
what we do so well – gather,
help participants better under- in finding something to look
forward to each day, I am reasrejoice, and reflect.
stand this chag (holiday).
sured that no matter what,
From my Hevreh to yours
About 15 friends from
there will soon be Shabbat.
– I wish for safety and solace
California to Virginia showed
We are so fortunate to have
through these unprecedented
up, their preparation ranging
the benchmarks of chagim to
times, and I look forward to
from a full Seder setup and
get excited about, and help us
the day we can re-enter our
meal to just a phone and
keep a sense of time. As the
sacred spaces in comfort and
bottle of wine. Our entire
days melted into weeks and
connection.
Seder went “speedily” and was
then a full month living in
Jodie Friedman is program
just over an hour, but was full
social isolation, by counting
associate at Hevreh of
of symbolism and tradition,
the Omer I have found solace
Southern Berkshire in Great
jokes and love. I was touched
in the routine that Jewish
Barrington.
by the sincerity and gratitude my friends displayed. So
many of their practices are
hinged upon the family traditions, and without the typical
pressure to observe with their
families this year, they had not Mazel Tov to…
made plans. Everyone was so
Larry and Faith Newmark on their 50th wedding
happy to have something to
anniversary.
do, schvach or otherwise.

MAZEL TOV
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Plus I Earned 22 Gas Points
By Albert Stern / BJV Editor
This story is dedicated to all
the amazing people who have
continued working during the
COVID-19 crisis to provide us
all with essential services.
So even after living in the
Berkshires for more than eight
years, I haven’t shed my New
Yorker’s habit of shopping
today for tonight’s dinner – I
cook all my family’s meals. It’s
a New Yorker’s habit because
you’re on foot most of the time
and can’t carry too much, but
also because each day, you
can build a wonderful meal
around the best and freshest
ingredients you might find at
your local specialty grocers.
In the Berkshires, however,
the daily shopping habit
means that I spend a lot of
time at the Stop and Shop on
Dan Fox Drive in Pittsfield.
Which is fine by me – I’ve
always liked being in big
supermarkets. I’m friendly
with the folks who work at
the store, and I suppose they
notice me puttering around
the aisles, in no hurry to leave.
I remember the first time I
chatted with the Freezer Guy,
and he blurted out something like, “Hey, you’re here
all the time. You’re one of us!”
Which gave me a warm feeling
of belonging but that I think
might have been, in retrospect, too much information
for the Freezer Guy to have
betrayed about his inner life.
Ever since, he has seemed a
little uncomfortable when he
sees me, sometimes averting
his gaze when I approach,
no doubt wary that I might
someday collar him and start
chanting “One of us! One of
us! Gooble gobble, one of us!”
There’s also a cashier I like
who works the evening shift

and who is a really bright
guy, maybe someone who
didn’t have all the opportunities in life he deserved,
maybe someone who somehow
got sidetracked along the
way, maybe someone who is
earning some extra cash at the
Stop and Shop after working
all day on his masterpiece. If
I’m shopping late, I forego the
convenience of self-checkout
and go to his register. Over
time, we’ve established a
rapport. We don’t just chat.
We talk. About big things.
Because he’s willing. And
since I usually have 12 items
or less in my basket, we get
right to them.
On a chilly night this past
January, he greeted me by
asking how winter was going.
I answered that I wasn’t so
sure. “Ever since they moved
the clocks back this year,” I
said, “I’ve been feeling strange.
Like I’m – I don’t know how to
put it.”
“Let me tell you, man,” he
said, “everyone in my family
gets like that. The winter
blues. The seasonal affective
disorder, as they call it. Me
too.”
It wasn’t that, I told
him. “It’s not the blues. It’s
different.”
“Is it the cold?” he asked
“No, I like the cold,” I said.
“I was out hiking in the snow
this morning when it was 8
degrees.”
He was almost done ringing
me up, so I tried to pin it
down.
I said: “It really is strange.
It never bothered me before,
the short days, the early
evenings. It was just something that happened. But this
winter, I’ve felt, I don’t know…

dislocated by it. I don’t know if
it’s a clock thing, or a darkness thing, or a time thing, or
a me thing.”
“Oh, I see what it is,” he
said. “It’s a relativity thing.
You know, like Einstein used
to talk about.”
Okay. Clock – a discrete
instrument of measurement.
Darkness – space, a structure of the reality that is the
gravitational field. Time – an

illusion born of our inability
to apprehend the gradual
process of the universe disordering from a lower entropy to
a greater entropy. Me – a point
of view.
He was right – it was a relativity thing, like Einstein used
to talk about.
I felt an enormous weight
lifting. I felt suddenly unencumbered, more at ease
than I’d felt since the clocks

reverted to standard time,
freer perhaps than I’d felt
since the summer solstice.
“Yes,” I told him. “That’s it.
That’s it exactly. Thank you so
much.”
“No problem, man,” he said.
“I put the rotisserie chicken in
a paper bag because it looked
like it was going to drip. Have
a good night. See you soon.”

A NEW SENSE OF PURPOSE, continued from page 20
want to see, and presenting a new reality that they do not want to face. Now, I
wanted no part of it.
Day by day, however, my fear lessened as I found my niche. I got creative and
crafty, working within the confines of new, controversial rules and figuring out a
way to see close to double the number of patients I normally do while minimizing
my own risk as much as possible. I like to think this is how my grandparents did
it when they were in a place of severe restriction in Germany – they may have felt
helpless and scared, but they still acted so as to find hope.
Now we are a few weeks in, and I view things differently. I am no longer afraid
of the small risk of death if I contract the disease, but I am afraid that there will
be people that I cannot help should I become sick. The role that my team plays in
palliative care is vital in addressing the
needs of this new tragically-ill population. I’ve also found more ways to help
by teaming up with both strangers
and close family friends to gather and
distribute large donations of PPE to
various departments at my own and
different hospitals in need, the majority
of which originate from the Afya
Foundation (a non-profit organization,
its mission “to improve global health by
rescuing surplus medical supplies and
delivering them to underserved health
systems around the world”).
I have rediscovered a sense of
purpose, born of helping others in a
new way. I truly feel as though I’ve
been put in my role not just to help
with the frightening numbers of the
dying, but also to help in a small way
to keep my counterparts safe and alive.
I’ve lived a very privileged life, and
grew up hearing of the necessity of
philanthropy and charity from my
grandparents and parents, but I’ve
never truly experienced it until now. I
am immersed in it, and feel a different
sense of purpose when I go to work
every day.
Instead of anger, fear, and guilt, I
feel nothing but pride.
Jordana Kozupsky Bel
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of upheaval, the college
surpassed my expectations
retrospect, the last normal
place to rest and heal before
with the generosity and
class I’ll ever take at Williams.
attempting to travel home. It
smoothness of their transition.
For the majority of the class,
is difficult to be away from
I’ve spoken to many of my high
we discussed translation
family at this time, but I’m
school friends who are going
theory and carried on with
overwhelmingly grateful to
through the same process at
the intricacies of academic
the Greenfelds/Lezbergs for
their colleges and Williams
debate. It was, for all intents
welcoming me into theirs.
is, as always, unparalleled.
and purposes, business-asI’m not the only one who
They made their decision early
usual. There was almost no
has been unable to return
enough that the situation was
acknowledgement of the corohome. Many international
not yet dire and panicked.
navirus until our professor
students are not able to
Maintaining constant commusaid, towards the end of class,
return to their countries and
nication and support, they
that it was probably only a
there are students who either
provided free storage and
matter of time until Williams
cannot or do not want to
shipping for all students and
transitioned online. One of the
return to the difficult home
offered reimbursements for
students responded that he
lives they have left behind.
all travel home. In addition,
suspected it was only
they provided emera matter of hours.
gency stipends to all
We were shocked and
It’s a time when everyone is
students and reimskeptical of the idea
for room and
at their breaking point, looking bursed
that such a drastic
board. As stressful as
change might come
like they’re continually frozen the experience inevso soon. One hour
itably was, they did
in the moment of shattering.
later, we all received
everything possible to
the email informing
alleviate the pressure
Yet it is also a time when
us that we had until
of transition.
barriers collapse.
Tuesday, March 17,
I have always felt
to move out of our
extremely blessed to
dorms.
Droves of these students
attend Williams, but I did not
The response on campus
appealed to stay in the dorms
realize until now just how
was unlike anything I’ve ever
on campus, and several of
much it meant to me and the
witnessed. Students, with
those appeals were granted,
very few exceptions, were
but space is limited and there
in mourning. Many people
are many who have sought
did not attend classes, turn
havens elsewhere—with
in papers, or do the readfriends, professors, alumni,
ings. Many professors had no
and distant family members
expectation that they would.
who have offered shelter
On Wednesday afternoon,
and comfort in the midst of
students gathered for a primal
turmoil. I think my injury
scream on the steps of the
has simply highlighted what
student center. That sound
many are experiencing during
and the anguish it conveyed
this time—how wonderful and
reverberated across campus.
terrifying it can be to be so
For those who did attend
utterly vulnerable and so fully
classes for the remainder of
at the mercy of others.
the week, the atmosphere was
It’s a time when everyone
emotional and fiercely unprois at their breaking point,
fessional. I was one of several
looking like they’re continwho cried openly throughout
ually frozen in the moment
my Thursday class as our
of shattering. Yet it is also a
professor spoke at length of
time when barriers collapse.
the preciousness and rarity of
I have never felt so close
what we were about to lose.
to my professors as I did
In the next few days, people
during those last few days. I
oscillated between equally
have lost track of how many
chaotic states of depression
tearful goodbyes I managed to
and mania. On Thursday,
cram into the last moments
my housemates ran through
on campus, and how many
the corridors screaming and
people I swore to not lose
blasting the song “It’s the End
contact with. I have never felt
of the World” by R.E.M. There
so full of heartbreak and love.
were so many impromptu,
Even more impossible to
large-scale gatherings that
track are the people I did not
the college had to send out
manage to say goodbye to, or
reminders pleading students
the less identifiable aspects of
to exercise social distancing
Williams that constitute it as
and safe hygiene practices.
a unique, irreplaceable whole.
There were overwhelming
I had an overwhelming desire,
logistical concerns of course
made even more improbable
– packing, booking transpordue to my inability to walk, to
tation home, or appealing to
say goodbye to every inch of
stay on campus for those who
campus: every building, trail,
had no safe home to return to
tree, hill, store. I wanted one
– but mostly, students spent
last embrace with each purple
every spare moment despersunset, and friendly acquainately trying to cling to one
tance, and quiet moment
another.
overlooking the valley. I
My situation was slightly
realized that it was an entire
complicated by the fact that
world I was being asked to
I’d sustained a severe knee
part with and I couldn’t find
injury the previous week. I
a way to gather up all the
was unable to walk, pack, or
infinite pieces. I was unable to
travel and realized that I’d
hold onto them and unable to
have to make alternate plans.
let them go.
It’s moments like these when
Once people
I’m reminded of the immense
recovered from
generosity and compassion
their initial
of others. Completely depenmoments of
dent on those around me,
shock and
I watched my friends take
outrage, we
shifts packing up my things
recognized
and unraveling the world I’d
how fortunate
created and found comfort
we truly are
in. My friend and classmate,
to be Williams
Emma Lezberg from Pittsfield,
students.
immediately opened her
In light of a
home to me so that I had a
terrible moment

Gaia Steinfeld DeNisi
other students I have shared
this experience with. I am
grateful for the education,
support, and community I
received there. I find it heartbreaking and completely
earth shattering to watch it be
ripped away. Mostly though,
I feel incredibly lucky to have
been so fully alive, and so
enmeshed in something that
is this wondrous, and this
astoundingly painful to leave
behind.

Gaia Steinfeld DeNisi is
currently a senior at Williams
College. She is majoring in
English and hopes to pursue
a career in education or
publishing. Born in Israel to an
Israeli mother and American
father, she grew up in Arcata,
CA, a small, rural town in
the coastal redwoods. At
Williams, she was a leader of
the Williams Literary Review,
NovelTeas Book and Tea Club,
and Leading Minds orientation
program, as well as a member
of the Concert Choir.
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Norma N. Goldberg, 90,
volunteer and artist
GREAT NECK, NY – Norma
N. Goldberg, 90, passed away
Thursday, March 26 in the
Berkshires. Born June 3, 1929
in New York City, Norma was
the beloved wife for 62 years of
the late Melvin Goldberg; cherished mother of Ron Goldberg
and Joe Chiplock, Rick
Goldberg and Judith Milch,
and Joan Goldberg Munch
and Robert Munch; doting
Grammie to Jacob, Daniel,
and Aliza Munch and Henry
and Klara Goldberg; beloved
sister, aunt, and cousin.
After receiving her B.A.
from Queens College, she was
a speech therapist working
with autistic children at
Flower Fifth Avenue Hospital
in Manhattan. She married
Mel in 1956, moved to Great
Neck, NY in 1963, where they
raised three children, then to
Lenox in 2016.
Among her many volunteer
activities, she was an officer at
Temple Emanuel Sisterhood
and President of the League
of the Parker Jewish
Institute for Health Care and
Rehabilitation. A lifelong artist,
she won numerous prizes for
her work and shared her love
of art with her husband, children, and grandchildren. She
loved her family, a spring day,
a walk on the beach, and a
good laugh.
A private graveside funeral
was held March 30. Please
consider making a donation in
Norma’s name to the Parker
Jewish Institute for Health
Care and Rehabilitation c/o
Finnerty & Stevens Funeral
Home, 426 Main Street, Great
Barrington, MA 01230 or to
a local food pantry of your
choice.

Robert (Bob) Drucker, 78,
kind-hearted person with
a keen sense of humor
GREAT BARRINGTON –
Robert (Bob) Drucker, 78,
loving husband, father, and
grandfather, passed away on
Thursday, March 19 after a
long and valiant battle with
Parkinson’s Disease.
Born November 29, 1941
in Brooklyn, NY to the late
Herbert Drucker and Ida
(Penziner) Drucker, Bob was
raised in Brooklyn but spent
significant parts of his childhood in Sheffield and Great
Barrington, where he had
extensive family. At age 19
he moved permanently to
the Berkshires to open the
Canaan Army and Navy Store
in Canaan, CT with his relatives, eventually growing the
business to Bob’s Clothing and
Shoes, which he ran until his
retirement in 2008. In 1994,
with his eldest son Peter, he
opened Barrington Outfitters
in Great Barrington, and it
gave him great pride to have
his youngest son, Richard,

join the family business a few
years later.
Bob had a social nature
and an affinity for meeting
new people. He was known as
a kind-hearted person with a
keen sense of humor and an
infectious laugh, who always
had a great story to tell. He
clothed generations of families
and built lifelong friendships
with his customers. For many,
a trip through Canaan wasn’t
complete until you stopped in
to see Bob.
In the early 1970s, Bob
became an EMT and was one
of the first volunteers to work
on the Southern Berkshire
Ambulance Squad. He was
proud to have served on
the board of directors of the
Canaan National Bank for
many years, as well as on the
board of the Salisbury Bank
and Trust, where he served
until 2017.
Bob was deeply committed
to his family, and leaves
behind his devoted wife of
55 years, Karen (Meirowitz)
Drucker; children Debbie
Drucker and Larry Ring, Peter
and Kristin (Soule) Drucker,
and Richard and Hilary
(Tzelis) Drucker; brother
Dr. Barry Drucker and wife
Susan; brother-in law Mark
Meirowitz and wife Judy Ring;
nieces and nephews, and six
grandchildren – Haley and
Alex Ring, Anna and Sarah
Drucker, and Sam and Ian
Drucker, who adored their
Poppyalmost as much as he
adored them.
In light of the current
situation, there will be a
summertime celebration
of Bob’s life at his family’s cottage on Twin Lakes,
Salisbury, CT where he spent
many joyous summers with
friends, family, and happy
dogs.
Contributions may be made
to support Arrhythmogenic
Right Ventricular
Cardiomyopathy (ARVC)
research by Dr. Jeffrey Saffitz
at Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center by visiting
(http://www.bidmc.org/giving)
or by check made payable
to “Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center” with
“Drucker/Dr. Jeffrey Saffitz
Research Lab” in the memo
line, to Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center, Office of
Development, 330 Brookline
Avenue (OV), Boston, MA
02215.

Rosalyn Edith (Zalutsky)
Baron, 88, 2nd female
stockbroker on NY Stock
Exchange
JUPITER, FL – Rosalyn Edith
(Zalutsky) Baron, 88, died
Thursday, March 19.
Born in Schenectady,
NY on December 8, 1931,
a daughter of Albert and
Gertrude (Daffner) Zalutsky,
she graduated from Mount

Israeli
Jewelry

Pleasant High School in 1949
and Cornell University in
1953.
Roz was the second female
stock broker registered on the
New York Stock Exchange.
She was last employed by UBS
in New York City. Rosalyn
wasa member of Knesset
Israel in Pittsfield, the Cornell
Alumni Council, the Cornell
Club of the Berkshires, the
Cornell Club of New York, and
the Cornell Club of Eastern
Florida. An avid amateur
artist, she and her husband,
Philip, spent many happy
years acquiring a large art
collection.
She was the widow of Philip
Baron who died in 2016. They
were married on March 18,
1956. Survivors include two
sons, Barry R. Baron of Vestal,
NY and Stuart D. Baron of
Brooklyn, NY, and three
grandchildren, Alexander,
Sarah, and Zachary. She
also leaves a brother, Morton
Zalutsky, of Portland, OR and
nieces and nephews.
Graveside services were
held Monday, March 23 at
the Knesset Israel Cemetery,
Pittsfield. Memorial donations may be made to the Dr.
Philip and Rosalyn Baron
Professor of Management,
Office of Alumni Affairs and
Development, 130 East Seneca
Street, Suite 400, Ithaca,
NY 14850, or Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road, Pittsfield, MA
01201.

William (Bill) Foggle, 86,
ardent supporter of the
Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires
EAST LONGMEADOW –
William (Bill) Foggle, 86, died
after a long illness, at home, in
the company of his loved ones
on Saturday, April 4.
Born in Springfield, MA
on January 19, 1934 to
Jacob and Beatrice (Weiner)
Foggle, Bill was educated
in Springfield schools. He
graduated in 1955 from
Dartmouth College and its
Amos Tuck School of Business
Administration. Upon joining
the US Army, Bill served in
the accounting division at Ft.
Devens, MA throughout his
tour of duty.
He met the love of this life,
Lynn, his devoted wife of 64
years, in October 1953. They
married on March 17, 1956.
Bill had an insatiable appetite
for news, world affairs, history
and politics. He welcomed
people into his home where
he loved debating the great
issues of the day. He was
fun, respectful, interested,
outspoken and incredibly
bright.
In his business life, as
owner of Hearn Furniture
Company and later in real
estate development, he
enjoyed a stellar reputation
as an intelligent businessman

a lm g r e n la w
attorneys & Counselors at law
Estate, Trust & Care Planning

The Mews, by the Red Lion Inn Courtyard
Stockbridge, MA
413-298-4436

Paula Kahn almgren, esq.
One west Street, lenox, ma 01240
413.637.5075 ~ www.almgrenlaw.com

whose dealings were characterized by honor, integrity, and
respect for others. A leader in
his community, Bill received
the Young Leadership award
and served as president of the
Springfield Jewish Federation
in the 1970s. He was later
appointed to the National UJA
Young Leadership Cabinet,
was instrumental in the
creation of the Endowment
Fund of the Springfield Jewish
Federation, and was a founder
of the Hatikvah Holocaust
Center. Lynn and Bill’s names
are inscribed on the walls of
the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum for their
continued support since its
inception. They have also been
recognized for their support
of Beth El Temple and the
Baystate Hospital Foundation,
and were devoted donors to
Dartmouth College for 65
years.
While living in Lenox, Bill
was an ardent supporter of
the Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires and its Legacy
Circle.
Bill was a contented
man. He loved his family, his
country, and his faith. He
loved his dog Ari, as well as
Dartmouth, Israel, Florida, the
St. Louis Cardinals, the New
England Patriots, his righthand man Angel Morales, his
friends, golf, the New York
Times, traveling (especially
with John), gardening, singing
along with Pavarotti, and
dancing with Lynn.
Because he never knew
his grandparents, Bill was
“over the moon,’ emotionally
invested in, and incredibly
proud of his five grandchildren, Jared, Rani, and Ethan
Plotkin, and Samantha and
Ilana Foggle. His love for
them was only surpassed
by his pride in their
accomplishments.
Bill’s word was his bond; he
was proud of his philanthropy,
always feeling that to give is
to become enriched. He was a
loyal and generous friend. His
was a life well-lived. He will be
greatly missed by all who knew
and loved him.
Besides his wife Lynn, he
is survived by his children
John and Lili Foggle, and
Andrea and Douglas Plotkin.
In addition to his five grandchildren, he is survived by
his sister, Muriel Aronson;
brother Laurence; nephew
Ken; niece Amy; and sisterin-law Barbara Ivler. He was
predeceased by his precious
son Glenn and three beloved
nephews.
The family wishes to thank
his caretakers, including those
from Spectrum Hospice. A very
loving and special thank you
to Thrisha Maldonado, for her
efficient daughter-like care
and affection, bossiness, and
commitment to Bill’s comfort
and safety during the last

eight months of his illness.
She has kept him well, clean,
happy, and content. She has
been our treasure.
In order to protect everyone
who might have chosen to
attend Bill’s funeral, a private
graveside service was planned.
A celebration of a life well-lived
will be planned for a later date.
The family encourages and
welcomes anyone with memories of Bill to please share
them at Legacy.com.
In his memory, donations
to the following charities can
be made to: The Alzheimer’s
Association , The American
Cancer Society, and Spectrum
Hospice of JGS.

Beverly Ruth (Barclay)
Hertzig, 78, nurse,
interior designer,
volunteer
WILLIAMSTOWN – Beverly
Ruth (Barclay) Hertzig, 78,
died on Wednesday, April 1.
Born in Fresno, CA on
July 15, 1941 to Bruce and
Virginia (Bates) Barclay, she
graduated from Fresno High
School (1959) and Fresno
State University (1963) with a
BSN in nursing. Bev started
her career in nursing at Cowell
Hospital on the University of
CA Berkley Campus. In 1966,
she moved to Kern County,
CA where she worked as an
OR nurse at the Lancaster
Hospital. Bev also served as
a public health nurse for the
Kern County Department of
Health in Mojave, CA. From
1967-1969, she worked as a
school nurse in Mojave and at
Edwards Air Force Base.
Bev was married July 18,
1969 to Dr. Robert Hertzig.
Bev and Robert moved
to Williamstown in 1971.
Initially, she worked parttime as a nurse in Robert’s
pediatrics practice. She then
became a board member of the
Williamstown Visiting Nurses
Association (VNA). Soon, there
was a need for a director of
nursing at the VNA and Bev
stepped into that role. She
also spent time as the nursing
director for the Adams VNA.
During her tenure with the
VNA, Bev, along with her associate Linda White, RN (who
would become a life-long and
cherished friend) developed a
prenatal program for expectant
families to help ensure that
they might have a positive
experience during childbirth.
Bev took a few years off
to raise her family and build
and design her dream house.
She then decided to pursue a
new career. She was always
interested in interior design
and she began to develop her
eye and hone her skills while
working for Paul Rich and
Sons in Pittsfield. Eventually,
she went into business independently, starting Beverly
Hertzig Interiors, her own
company. She helped many
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Jessica Lynn Passetto
Cutler, 33, educator,
musician, volunteer,
loving wife and mother
PITTSFIELD – Jessica Lynn
Passetto Cutler, 33, beloved
wife, mother, daughter,
educator, and performer, died
suddenly and unexpectedly on
Friday, April 3 at Berkshire
Medical Center.
Born in Pittsfield on
September 22, 1986 to Joseph
Passetto and the late MichelleRene Mack, Jessica grew up in
Hinsdale and was educated at
Kittredge Elementary School,
Nessacus Middle School,
and was a 2005 graduate
of Wahconah Regional High
School, where she excelled
as a student and participated in the music and drama
programs.
Continuing her education,
Jessica attended MCLA in
North Adams, graduating in
2009 with bachelor’s degrees
in Education and Sociology.
Jessica received her master’s
degree in Education from
American International College
in Springfield in 2016, graduating with a perfect 4.0 grade
point average.
Jessica was devoted to her
career as an educator and
loved helping young children brighten their future.
While completing her studies,
Jessica worked at Craneville
Elementary School in Dalton

as a paraprofessional and
substitute teacher. She then
began her career as a classroom teacher in 2011 teaching
6th grade at the former
Cheshire Elementary School.
In 2012, she was hired at
Hancock Elementary School,
and in her four years there,
she would teach 3rd, 4th,
and 5th grades and music
education.
In 2016, Jessica was
hired by the Pittsfield Public
Schools and taught 3rd grade
for one year at Morningside
Community School. In 2017,
she transferred to Allendale
Elementary School, where she
became a beloved member of
the school community while
serving as an academic interventionist, assisting students
in enriching their reading
and math skills. For the last
two years, Jessica split her
time between Allendale and
Williams elementary schools,
and would often give time after
school for drama productions
and would tutor students on
band instruments.
During the summer
months, Jessica was employed
by the Boys and Girls Club
of the Berkshires, working at
Camp Russell in Richmond,
and served as the director
of the summer Brain Gain
program, which received
several local and national
accolades for its effectiveness in furthering educational
development.
Jessica was an extremely
talented musician and
performer. Since 2000, Jessica
played tenor saxophone and
clarinet in the Eagles Band
wind and big band ensembles,
rarely missing a rehearsal
or performance in 20 years.
Jessica often lent her talents
for local performances for
charitable causes, including
annual Yule for Fuel performances for the Pittsfield Area
Council of Congregations fuel
assistance program. She also
sang in the soprano section of
the Berkshire Concert Choir
and wasa member of Temple
Anshe Amunim’s adult volunteer choir. In 2013 and 2014,
Jessica was a top 8 finalist
in the Berkshire Idol singing
competition.
On June 1, 2012, Jessica
met Joshua Cutler while
singing karaoke at the former
Coyote Den restaurant in
Lanesboro. Their friendship
quickly blossomed into a
relationship, and on August
6, 2016, Josh and Jessica
were married at Temple Anshe
Amunim in Pittsfield. Josh
and Jessica shared a deeply
loving relationship, delighting
together in going out to dinner,
their annual summer visits to
Cape Cod, nights on the lawn
at Tanglewood and at Pittsfield
Suns games at Wahconah
Park, trips to Fenway Park to
see the Red Sox, performances
together with the Eagles Band,
and nights playing music
together while sitting on their
front porch at home.
On February 18, 2020,
Jessica achieved her greatest
life goal, becoming a mother
to James Thomas “JT” Cutler,
named after James Taylor,

Josh’s favorite singer. Though
Laurel Lake with her daughter
Donations may be made
her time with her son was far,
by her side.
to The Guthrie Center c/o
far too short, Jessica showed
Born March 7, 1934 in
Finnerty & Stevens Funeral
in her six-and-a-half weeks as
Providence, RI, daughter of
Home, 426 Main Street, Great
a mother the incredible and
Meyer (Mike) and Ida (Nulman)
Barrington, MA 01230.
unconditional love and bond
Wassell, her early years were
Judith Jean Patoka, 67,
that a mother and child share.
spent between Providence
artist and lover of aniJessica was a member
and Miami Beach. She came
mals
of Temple Anshe Amunim,
to Stockbridge in 1966 and
where Josh currently serves
fell in love with the town. She
PITTSFIELD - Judith Jean
at the congregation’s presibrought her children up from
Patoka, 67, died on Tuesday,
dent. Jessica was extremely
Florida and made the town her
April 14 at Berkshire
active in Temple life, serving
home for the next 54 years.
Medical Center of COVID-19
on the Feigenbaum lecture
She graduated from Boston
and underlying health
and membership commitUniversity with a degree in
complications.
tees, helping with the Hebrew
fine art and interior design.
Judith was born in
school, and was a participant
Lucille’s life revolved around
Pittsfield on February 4,
in Hebrew learning classes.
art. Painting, interior design,
1953 to the late Oscar and
Jessica enjoyed spending
sculpture, embroidery, and
Doris (Goldsmith) Patoka.
time with friends, swimming,
knitting were only a few of her
She attended local schools
attending live music perfortalents.
and graduated from Pittsfield
mances, listening to Billy Joel,
In 1971, she bought a
High School. She then
Sudoku, Snoopy and Peanuts,
house in Stockbridge and
went on to study art at the
baking and decorating cakes,
renovated it to make it her
University of Massachusetts
holiday celebrations with
home and antique store, “Tom
and the University of Colorado
family, and doing things to
Carey’s Place Antiques.” Her
obtaining her master’s degree.
make other people happy and
specialties were clocks, early
She was an artist her whole
feel good about themselves,
American furniture and art
life and leaves behind a legacy
whether it be a small gift or a
glass. She was a real estate
of quilts and crafts.
note of encouragement.
agent for Barnbrook Realty,
She was a member of
Besides her beloved
founding member of The
Temple Anshe Amunim. She
husband and son, Jessica
Southern Berkshire Antiques
was a lover of animals and
leaves behind her father
Association, and was involved
owned many special dogs,
and stepmother, Joseph and
with the Stockbridge Chamber
cats, and rabbits throughout
Colleen Passetto of Hinsdale;
of Commerce.
her life. She also loved
brother Timothy Passetto
Lucille leaves her daughter
gardening and growing her
of Brookline; sister Amber
Judy Wheeler (John); son
own fruits and vegetables.
Passetto of Hinsdale; mothDavid Kestenman (Zandra);
Judith leaves her three
er-in-law Ellen Cutler of
grandsons Max and Lukas
daughters Sarah Dietz,
Pittsfield; brother-in-law and
Wheeler, Ethan and Jesse
Jennifer Dietz and Lisa Dietz
sister-in-law Zachary and
Kestenman; stepchildren
as well as her grandchildren
Julie Cutler of Pittsfield; and
Sheila Nickerson, Lucas and
Aria and Liya Dietz Thakur.
many close aunts, uncles, and
Mary Moore; sister Elaine
She also leaves her sister,
cousins, and so many dear
Wassell Kaufman and her
Myra Patoka.
friends who loved her.
former husband Ronald J.
A private burial for Judith
Jessica was predeceased
Nickerson. She was predewill be held on a later date at
by her beloved grandmother,
ceased by her stepson John F.
Pittsfield Cemetery.
Berna Passetto, who died April
Nickerson.
26, 2015, and by her fatherin-law Dr. Alan
Cutler, who died
March 4, 2020.
Due to the
coronavirus and
social distancing
recommendations,
a public memorial
service to honor
Jessica and her
beautiful life will be
held at a date to be
announced. Burial
will be private
and at the convenience of her family.
The Cutler and
Passetto families
have established
the James Thomas
Cutler Education
Fund, which will
one day help James
achieve Jessica’s
hat matters to us goes beyond numbers and
dream of her son
benchmarks.
attending college
and continuing to
We believe working in your best interests
further his educabecomes the foundation for how we nurture our
tion. Contributions
professional relationship.
to the fund can be
Learn more. Have a conversation with our managing
made in care of
Flynn & Dagnolidirector, Gary Schiff, and his team at October Mountain
Bencivenga Funeral
Financial Advisors.
Home, 5 Elm Street,
Pittsfield, MA
01201.

Because Relationships Matter.
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Lucille W.
Nickerson, 86,
life revolved
around art and
community
LEE - Lucille W.
Nickerson, 86, died
Monday, April 13
at The Landing at

a

a

clients in Berkshire County
and in other faraway places
to fulfill their design dreams.
She found great pleasure in
working with and enlisting
talented local artisans, furniture makers, and iron workers
in her projects.
Bev had a strong interest
in the arts in our community. She supported the
Williamstown Theater Festival
for years and relished the
friendships she made with
many members of the
company. She sang with
the Williams College Choral
Society for many years. She
also helped support numerous
dance companies in the
Berkshires. She will be missed
by all.
Bev is survived by her
husband, Robert; daughter
Megan (Avi) Hertzig-Sharon
of Brooklyn, NY; son Jeremy
Hertzig, MD, of Jackson, WY.
She is also survived by her two
grandchildren, Ilan Sharon
and Rami Sharon; cousin
Diana Mock and her daughter,
Megan in Fresno, CA; sisterin-law Margaret Hertzig-Birch;
niece, Sarah Birch; and
nephew, Martin (Michelle)
Birch.
The family wishes to thank
the many caregivers who
helped them through this
difficult time; the Berkshire
VNA, Home Instead Health
Care, the staff at Williamstown
Commons, and Hospice Care
in the Berkshires. A celebration of Beverly’s life will occur
at a later date due to the
current health care crisis we
are all facing. The family will
spend some time reflecting at
their home on Sebago Lake in
Maine, a place Bev loved as
much as anywhere.

Create a Jewish Legacy Campaign
Please remem ber the Jewish Community in your will.
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Lee, MA 01238
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Knesset Israel
16 Colt Road
Pittsfield
ONGOING MINYANS
Sunday 8:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Tuesday
7 p.m.
Friday
7 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.
Saturday
9:30 a.m.
and evenings approximately
30 minutes before sunset
CANDLE-LIGHTING

Friday, May 8..........7:43 p.m.
Friday, May 15........7:50 p.m.
Friday, May 22........7:57 p.m.
Friday, May 29........8:03 p.m.
(Shabbat & Erev Shavuot)

In response to coronavirus guidelines…

Saturday, May 30....8:03 p.m.
(Shavuot)

As of press time, all in-person Connecting With Community programming has been canceled through June. For the most
up-to-date information and details on virtual programming, please visit our website www.jewishberkshires.org to sign up
for our eblasts to receive a weekly listing of online opportunities.

Friday, June 5..........8:08 p.m.
Friday, June 12........8:12 p.m.

Meals-on-Wheels & Meals to Go – Advance Reservation Required
Kosher lunch will be prepared on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday through June.
Meals to go will be ready by noon for pickup at the Knesset Israel kitchen door, 16 Colt Road in
Pittsfield.

You can now read and
share Berkshire Jewish
Voice feature stories
online!
Visit jewishberkshires.
org and select:
Community &
Events>Berkshire
Jewish Voice for links to
highlights of current and
past issues.

Like us on
Facebook:

All meals-on-wheels will be delivered by Federation volunteers in the early afternoon.
Please call (413) 442-2200 no later than 9 a.m. to reserve your meal for pickup and to
arrange delivery if standing instructions are not in place. All are welcome to reserve meals for
pick-up, although delivery may be limited in certain circumstances.
The menus listed below are planned, but may be modified depending on availability of ingredients.
When making a reservation, please inform us if a person in your party has a food allergy.
Adults 60 and over: $2 suggested donation. Adults under 60: $7 per person.
Volunteers are Vital! Volunteer drivers who can deliver meals-on-wheels are always appreciated. Please call Susan Frisch
Lehrer at (413) 442-4360, ext. 14. The Federation’s kosher hot lunch program is offered in collaboration with Elder Services
of Berkshire County.

MAY
Monday, 4................. Chicken with sundried tomatoes &
artichokes**#, rice pilaf, salad, mixed vegetables, white
bread, pineapple, and tea.

Tuesday, 26............... Vegetable frittata**, salad, beets, oat
bread, pears, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Tuesday, 5................. Frito pie, yellow rice & beans, salad,
bread cubes, Tre Leche cake, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

JUNE
Monday, 1................. Meatloaf**#, hashed brown potatoes, green beans, pumpernickel bread, fruit cocktail, and
tea.

Thursday, 7............... Black bean burgers with cheese,
zucchini-tomato medley, salad, Challah rolls, peanut butter
cookies, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Thursday, 28............. Blintze souffle, fruit salad, asparagus,
salad, Challah, dessert TBA, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Tuesday, 2................. To be determined

• Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires

Monday, 11............... Meatloaf**#, prune juice, baby
carrots, mashed potatoes, salad, pumpernickel bread,
grapes, and tea.

Thursday, 4............... Macaroni & cheese, salad, stewed
tomatoes, whole wheat brad, raspberry pillow cookies, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

• PJ Library
Berkshire County

Tuesday, 12............... Hot dogs & beans**#, tomato juice,
sauerkraut, salad, hot dog rolls, applesauce, and tea.

Monday, 8................. Hamburgers & hot dogs & fixings**#,
coleslaw, potato salad, potato chips, assorted rolls, watermelon, and tea.

Thursday, 14............. Tuna salad platters**#, mango juice,
potato salad, Farmer’s loaf, cookies, coffee, tea, and milk for
coffee.
Monday, 18............... Spaghetti & meat sauce#, salad, green
beans, garlic bread, grapes, and tea.
Tuesday. 19............... Turkey salad**#, coleslaw, rye bread,
apricots, and tea.
Thursday, 21............. Fresh fish**, gazpacho, salad, mixed
vegetables, Challah, tropical fruit salad, coffee, tea, and milk
for coffee.
Monday, 25............... Closed for Memorial Day

Tuesday, 9................. To be determined.
Thursday, 11............. Stir fried chicken**#, rice, Oriental
blend vegetables, white bread, pineapple, and tea.
Monday, 15............... Pomegranate glazed chicken**#,
baby carrots, salad, Challah, grapes, and tea.
Tuesday, 16............... To be determined
Thursday, 18............. Fresh fish**, noodle kugel, broccoli,
salad, multi-grain bread, ice cream & cookies, coffee, tea,
and milk for coffee.
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For calendar listings and events
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A New Sense of Purpose
A nurse practitioner in a New York hospital shares
her experiences (and anxieties)
By Jordana Kozupsky Bel / Special to the BJV
Jordana Kozupsky Bel, a nurse practitioner specializing in palliative care at a
hospital in Long Island, NY, is the daughter of Leslie Kozupsky, Federation’s development officer. This is adapted from her response to Rabbi Aaron Brusso of Bet
Torah in Mt. Kisco, NY, who asked his congregants in the medical professions to
share their stories of coping during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our first concern is
your health and safety.
Your child’s education
is our second.
We are here with families
through thick and thin.
Jordana Kozupsky Bel (center) working to distribute personal protective equipment
(PPE)

Outstanding, affordable education
for 2-year-olds through Grade 8
Apply now for 2020-21

berkshirecountryday.org

I’ve been struggling morally/ethically/Jewishly with balancing my role as
a frontline healthcare provider with my own fear of infecting my family – and
myself.
When the coronavirus crisis exploded, my family was on vacation in Colorado.
We played the news nonstop, and it was frightening. As I am a control freak and
a planner, my worries about what was going on back in New York were nonstop.
What were other hospitals
doing to prepare? What were
I felt like I was betraying my
my hospital’s plans to ration
personal protective equipment
past by being scared, and not
(PPE)? How was the morale at
fulfilling tikkun olam by being
the place I’d been at almost
daily for years?
reluctant to help others in
I was angry, frustrated, and
feeling perhaps the most diffithe capacity in which I am
cult emotion – disappointment
knowledgeable and skilled.
in myself. My disappointment
stemmed from the fact that the
But life goes on, even
strongest emotion I felt was
for a coward.
fear. I was terrified of getting
sick, of dying – this, of course,
was completely irrational, as I’m young and healthy with zero co-morbidities,
literally the person we need most on the frontlines. At the same time, I felt very
strongly that I did not need to expose myself by being at the hospital in order to
do my job.
During those days in Colorado, I felt as though I was given a glimpse into
who I truly was – a coward. I saw this, and accepted this. It was what it was. I
felt absolutely certain that I was not the type of person who would sacrifice her
life for others. Good for the other providers who felt otherwise, but not for me. I
didn’t sign up to die.
Although I accepted that feeling, soon came the uneasiness. The guilt. As the
granddaughter of German-Jewish refugees, I kept thinking about the Holocaust.
Many people who were in the camps would say that they survived solely by sheer
luck, but what about the non-Jews that risked their own lives to shelter us,
clothe us, and feed us during that time? Many of our people wouldn’t be here
without them and here I was, a direct descendent of someone who was sheltered
by a non-Jewish family, and I was basically saying that I wouldn’t do the same.
I couldn’t wrap my head around that. I felt like I was betraying my past by being
scared, and not fulfilling tikkun olam by being reluctant to help others in the
capacity in which I am knowledgeable and skilled.
But life goes on, even for a coward. We flew back home from Colorado (first
sanitizing our seats, of course), and I went back to work the next day. Are you
ready for some more honesty – it wasn’t because I was driven to help. I was
still scared shitless. But I also have an overpriced NYC rent to pay, and when I
floated the idea of quitting, my husband politely pointed out our ever-growing
bills. So I returned to the hospital. I normally love my job, the challenge it
presents to help the dying, to help those with the lowest chance of survival
experience a dignified death. Most of the time, I speak with their families, and I
am faced with the challenge of painting a picture that they cannot, and do not,
A NEW SENSE OF PURPOSE, continued on page 14
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